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.

The purpose of this volume is to -share. with,.
Other institutions of._ higher .education and the
-academic community. at large the eiideas and infor-
mation generatedlat' the 1980 COFHE Conference on

'Faculty Retirement.. That. conference which was, of
necessity, limited to,onr "Membership,-provided a
logical follow-up to tht reports* on, our two year
study of the impact. of changes-in the mandatory-
retireMent.age on.kaculty. Those reports, raised "a-_
number of important queStions.and issues about, the .

adequacy of current plans, .changing ".faculty needs.
and.' attitudes and the possibilities for . devising
new plans on improxing existing plans. The pur-
pose of the conference was to take yet another
step towards a better understanding of the issues

.ahead, to suggest that some improvements can be
made now, and to identify those areas where .more
research and planning would 'be the most fruttfuI.
We hope that you will find these proceedings use-

: ful, bur-more than that, prompcative.
.0.The conference and this volume would not exist

withbut the continuing financial support and the
'encouragement from the Andrew. Mellon Foundation,.
nor without the teal contributions and enthusias-
tic support of the COFHE membership.. We are,
grateful for both. But the work is not 'yet done.
We must continue to seek new approaches to retire-
ment %and ,toimprove the oppoptunities and services
available 'to the ultimate "beneficiaries of our
efforts 'the staff and faculty of every insti-
tution of higher education.

1'

* A series of four reports published in June, L980
and available upon request, at cost, fro& COFHE.

ix
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Introduction

Colin G.*Campbell

.Colin- Campbell" is President of. Wesleyan Uni
versity. Be is a past Chairman of the COFHE Board
of Directors and is bow Chairman of the COFHE
Retirement Study Advisory Group.

Welcome to the COFHE Retirement Conference.
We are very pleased to be here at Brown Univer
sity. I for one, having lived with this issue now
pretty actively for the last couple of years,'am
absolutely dellghted by the turnout here today,
not only in terms of the numbers and quality, but
in terms of the range of perspectives that this
group represents in terms of faculty members,
academic administrators, persons from other
aspects of university and college administration

I

like pre idents, financial officers, personnel
officers. It's the' kind of mix that we had hoped
would occur, and we are very pleased to see,that
it has. I do want to introduce on my right here
our presiding, officer for this conference, Kay

iltanson; you'll he hearing from her in just a few
moments, but it shOuld-be quite clear that Kay has
played -a leading role in the study which has
brought us to this conference and" we're all very
grateful to her for the work that she has done.
I'm also delightedto welcome back from the West
Coast for'the weekend Eve Pratt Hoar who worked
almost completely with this project while she was
a member of the COFHE staff last year.

I'd like to go back for a moment to how we got
here to .give you a little bitof perspective
before we get-on to the substantive discussion of
the day. In May of 1978 the Cansortium.submitted
a proposal to the Andrew Mellon Foundation -for

3
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supportof _a project which" was really 'quite dif
ferent.frOm those previbupy undertaken by :011.S.
brganizatiorW .Whtle all of us who were theu-o..p
the Board of COFHE.-were well aware:.pf"the;Ctonsor7.

limited financial resources and the demands
on. its, staff, we were-also deeply ..concerned aboUt,.
the implications :of the .Age. 0iscriminatign in_,'

EmOloyment;Act of 1978 as related-to the aci.
deMic. comthunIty Already troilbled. by the pres-='

Surds ofkinflation. on, our insti tiona budgets'
and, on the', value of the retireMen ds of!oUr,
faCulty 'members,' we sensed, as --a grobp, but' wet
weren't in aposition. to document with sufficient:.
specficity, that' provisions of .the -legislation
concerning mandatory.; retirement . were' likely to
exacerbate.- :the.: diffieUlties alAgady-anti-dipated
for the 1980'S. . The Board. concluded' that a major.
.eXfort was reqqied to .gain a better understanding'
of the impactof 'prohibiting mandatory retirement.
until.agea0. Among our concerns were the obvious

you'vea.All shared them :-- to the
Miring of young. ,faculty, affirmative action,
tenure ratios, fringe . benefit. polidies. We felt

- uninformed .about' faculty attitudes -toward their
employment and toward retirement, about. 'early
retirement programs available On our campuses, and
about untried .optionS to relieve the pressures
which were bound to build. We believed that there
was an information void and that policy issues of
great importande might well remain unstudied Un-.'
less the Consortium determined to plan an active
role.

Very fortunately, the President of the Andrew.
W. Mellon:Foundation, Jack Sawyer, who is with us,
today, not only. shared our concerns, but sensed
that a significant effort to address these issues
was essential and urgent. I knot, I Speak for all,
the COFHE institutions, and I suspect dyer time as
the work of this'study permeates out to other
institutions, many others in higher_edudation, in
expressing gratitude to the Foundation and to Jack
Sawyer for the interest and the support which got

10



this'effort underWay. . It's ,a ve 'Valuable and
significant, public service. With the.support of.,
the Foundation we moved' ahead, first forming an.

Advisory Committeek3f representatives from Sixteen
of our institutions and designing.a, study,program,'
which is easy'to'Say but took a. long time, and
finally retaining consultants to work with us. It

took longer r-thgn any of us expected to'determine:
exactly what the questions were; much' Iess-the-
answers. The shoddy state OE the information
concerning. faculties on many of our 'campuses
.resulted in some further delays, because we ,were:,
all in agreement on the AdviSory CoMmittee that

-the effett Was, important, enough to require
reliable and accurate data.. When the reports of.

I

the- consultants began'to 'appear last-year, f-first

in draft for lengthy.discassion, ansi then in final
form; we realized as a.group just how much we were
learning about faculty profiles and attitudes and:
about the pqlicies and planning underway on our
various campuses.

YOu'iie all received' the reports, and, I'm
sure, read every word, and I won't take the time
how to describe them or -to summarize their conclu-
sions.' I gather and hope that you have found them
interesting and useful. One of our, goals over
this weekend is to be sure. that those reports` are
effectively used. They are full of information,
valuable information; they are full of ideas, good
ideas; anti they deserve, I think, the most serious
attention, not only from 'those of you who have
-come here this weekend, but also from many others
on our campuses,

As the report phiSe of this pi-oject neared
completion last spring, the Advisory Committee
became convinced that a conference involVing
representatives from member institutions and a

range of experts' would be ark appropOlate
fact,' a necessary next step. Enough questions
abbut changing' national polity and Iegal'interpre-
tations remained unanswered. Advice on how to' use
the data which had been painstakingly gathered

Ai 5
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could be helpful .to thos,e develOping and imple--
-

\....rmenting:i institutional polities.;"'Succegsful'early
retirement programs :warranted-satUdY and dis-Cus
sion.. New ideakaboUte'datureand
retirement plans; needer exposure. _The' crucial. '

perspective- of TIAA/CREE executives needed to be
heard, and ways of respondingt6 faculty concerns.
and of- providing. usefUl counseling had to 1pe.exaur7
ined. And that's what this afternoon's program

. ,

and-tomorroW's program are about.- _

I :do.Pant'-to. thank our .Spdakets and our pah41--
`iSts fOr.takir% the-time to be .here and to 'share A.;

theig-thoughts and their ideaS with the rest of :
ug. I.also want. to these be ..setive,.",

*participatory'sesSions-Startiggthis ariernoon'and.
-. running-through tomorrow It's very important, I.

think, that' we all .get our.two.centsin.'.when we
wish: to,.And we'll try to make every effort to
Make that. possible.. .With-the help of Our.:.panel
ists and-ur speakers, 'I think we ought to leaVe

.

here better prepared to .address one of the-most
significant issue,s-facin. our institutions, our
faculties, and higher education. -

It's .going to be clear from 'these sessions
that there are still. some legal.and poliCy issues
-requiring '.continuing. attention, and I .hope- you.
will he thinking es we discuss this afternoon 'And.
tn,thorroW. about areas inwhiqh you feel that the
Consortium m,ight be involved. in the future:An
helping to address. The Board hasiPt considered
these questions, and I'm .not even-a member of it
so I'm not going to volunteer that-It will decid
to do .so;, but.I'do think. that it makes sense to
take some time-to think about a' future role, if'
any,. fqr-the Consortidm:,-,1_think the ,Boa would
yalue thatinpUt from thi'S' group, add .so I hope
you,will. keep that question on your mind as we
discuss the other issues on our. agenda With
that., -let me thank you again, all of y u, for.
being here. 'I look forwafd to participati with
you today and tomorrow.-

12



A Review of Current _Legal Stattis

and Nation-al Policy Issues

Laura C. _Ford)

Ms. Ford is a graduate of _Wake °Forest and. th4
University of Virginia 'Lew School. She has prac--
ticed, law in New Haven and served as tlie"Assistant'
-General Counsel -of ACE. She is now at-,-Primceton
University sa 'a unfversity counse&and, concur-'

rently, pursuing:a doctorate in classics.

-

I notice In the Map -oft.the Brbwn -campus mailed
to conferencekparticiPants that The" FacultY Club
is located :on "SeneVolent Street, just :off Benefit

Street. Surely this demonstrates extraordinary
persp icadity , on Kay Hanson ' s part , as tomorrow's.
session. in _ particular will consider, the quandary-,

of faculty members--who- are 'anxious about the

relative amounts of the two they:will."-i-eceive from -

their inititutions. upon 'tetireMent in an era of

* *-*.

-ravaging inflation;

Thii afternoon ,my assignment is to review .the

current legal status of mandatory retirement, and
related national policy issues. In so 'doing,

_mindful not only that most of you are not
but Also that many,: of .you probably harbor deer.
seated hostility. toWards. the legal prOfession.
.am reminded of the -story abottt the..:social

tist who Was conducting a survey. to demonstrate
how people in different vocations and professions
often -view the same problem- quite differently.
The researcher first approached an accountant and
askedi'"How much is two. plus two?" TWe accountant
rep,Iied that,: under. accounting principles with a
commonly accepted margin of error, the sum of two
and two can be anywhere. ,betweefi 3.99 and
The' same question. Wei then put, to a mathematics



professOr, who responded that the answei. would
depena upon the numherbase of your system; uhdet-
.our number, system the answer is four, whfle under
a system based on'three, two plus two equals .elegy
'yen. The researcher 'glen aPProA0164.:4 lawyer and

_saild_:,77.*_Counsellar_,__can: you rP11Me_110W__DlUCILAS tWID
fnr a

minute and said,' -How much do you want 'It to,, bet**
Indeed,: we lawyers )do not enjoy the highest public.-
esteem, .and -I am afraid that y talk this.-after7
noon may serve to reinforce -ra her-. than to dispel
this notion.

The f4il'of 1977 ancripring .of 197 d8 witnessed- I
a flurry of -lobbying activity 'by, the higher eduea-
tion community that was probably unpfecedented in
its intensity. The cause was amendment by Con-
greis of -the Age Discrimination in-,.I.Employment, Act.
Of 196-7 to establish a general mandatory retire-
ment age of seventy;'' the resulgfWas a-.3 1/2 year
temporary exemption: for tenuredremplOyees at post-
sedondary 'institutions. the wisdom and the effi-
caby of the exemption were widely questioned at
the time and predictions were made that the
measure would inevitably foster. litigation. In
floor debates, for example,: Congressman* Floyd
Fithian - stated , "I feel strongly that the exemp-
tion provisions` are unfair and will be challenged
in court." Senator Church said,"." -. . the exempl-
tion is likely to be the source of _much litigation
or confusion.** Yet the predicted law suits have
not come to pass. October 1 of this year marked
the exact midpoint of the 3 1/2 years, and to date
only one case has been 'reported in the federal
courts challenging the exemption (and that, as we
Shall 'see, was inconclusive).

As the recently-concluded COME study well
demonstrates, the .'skills and expertise that must
be garnered to cope with retirement-related issues
are %primarily those of ,labor economists, personnel
specialists, and. academic and financial planners.
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Nevertheles, I will seek to bring you up_ to date
on some of the still _unresolved legal and Politi-.

cal problem's surrounding 'faculty retirement-.

Given the COFHE constieuenoy,. I will focus. exclu-
'sively4;on.sprivate institutidts.' 4

- . .

.
..

. .
. . ,...

As---alluded to---above-,--;--thhas::-.. ti.-----chie

----reporte&-challenge to--the-tebusgokremPlpy
tion in the ADEA Amendments Of Karlen v.
New York. University (S.D.N.Y.5.- -Feb, 1, 1979), a
former tenured professor. at-N.YX. Law School, who
bad beef' mandatorily,-retired at aee 65- 'ore the
effective date of the ADEA Atendments, made two
claims: first, he claimed (for reasons that I will
discuss -later) that N.Y.U. violated the terms of
its tenure- contract with him when the university
reduced its mandatory retirement age from 68 to:
65; secondly, het claimed that- -had he been allowed
to stay on until age 68 as he was entitled to--he
would have still been a tenured professor after
the effective date of the 'ADEA Amendments, and
therefore,- sjiould have standing to challenge the
constitutionality Of the exemption. .The court
:rejected his claim to standfng, stating that there

,..were far ,too many contingencies which made adjudi-
cation of the issue inappropriate (especially at
'the ,early stage of the ,1itigation, wgich was on .a

. pretrial motion to dismiss).

While , the cour T published opinion 'does not
reveal the nature the_argument Karlen would
have made' against the constitutionality of the

exemptiOn, presumably bas argument would have been,
that Congress had violated tenured emprloyees right
to equal protection of the laws 'finder the due pro-
cesS. clause of- the Fifth. Amendment. The appropri-

ate legal, test ie n ,sppn cases is1Pwrieiher a classi-

5- .
fication made by Coneess is reasonably related to
furtriering.±..--ar4legitimat'e -Goverment!. interest. My

Q'wn opinion along, has .been. that the exemption
is reasonably related = to furthering a legitimate pit
GovernMent interest under the e he r a 1 rubric of



the. health and-welI.being of American.higher edu
Cation. Thip interest can be mare
stated in a,number of u0s, "largely. tracking the
'policy arguments made by many higher education
representatives during.the.:I.Obbying effort on, the
ADEA 'amendsments: 'I .:understand that. the legal.,

staff in ..the-----inationaloffic-e--of

----(wtrictcrposede-nattment---dtthe-7,eicemptitistiates--
.this:upiniOn and has actively discouraged severb

membets fiom mountfng, legal challengeS:to
the-cOnstitutionality ofthe exemption..

; ,.

Assuming, then; that the'exeMption is with us
to- stay until July 4-1982, my-next point is to
bring to your attention the rules- ultimately
decided upon to' govern operation crf_the expiration
dateof the exemption. As you May recall, in the
Version of the implementing regulgtions originally
proposed by the Department of Laboi, age seventy
was 1o. be-the'applicable retirement age for ten
ured fatuity with whom'an employment. relationship,
exists :on and July 1, 1982. Receipt of
salary and benefits- was to .constitute conclusive
proof.uf the existence of an employment relation
ship.. Thus,., in order for a tenured faculty member
to be retired at the end of the 1981-82 academic'
year,- all salary and benefits would have had to.
cease.on or before' June 30, 1982. As a result of
arguments made by A.C-.E. and the other atsotig=.
tions that. some instjtutions' fiscal yearsand,
thus salary and benefits-- ektend'throughUuly and
August, the final regulations issued by the
E.E.O.C.adopted a clifferent. standard. Section:

1625.11 of the regulations states, "Individuals -

who attain age 65 prior to-July 1, 1982 and all of
Whose job.dutiei'and,reSponsibilities cease prior
to that date will not be considered outside the
exemption merely beCause their contract (or simi
lar arrangeMent providing for. unlimited tenure
expires on or after July 1,.1982.

10



And what will happen_ - when the exemption
expires? Is the higher eduCation community- recon7

, ciled to living with a retirement age of seventy,
or will it seek to have the exemption \made .perma-
nent? And if such efforts_are made, ,what will be
the likelihood of success? % '\ -

1---H7Obvid-uslyT'o newoustd need cry starli to
answer ;these :questiOns.. The makeup of the -97th
Congress sl7sNas yet unttypwn. Algo, :neither the_
interim study (due January 1, 1981) nor the 'Onal

.effcts hat beeil completed by .the' Department of

study (due January 1 -.1982) of the exempti

Labor for' submission to Congress. (We might learn
more about the progress of these studies from our
next speaker - -W. -.Lee' Hanson.) Whatever the study
results, one .cannot escape. from. the fact that the

- exemption was a desperate-. last-ditch measure to
buy .time that was highly unpopular from the begin-
ning. Also,.the political thruSt ,is clearly in
'the opposite direction, i.e. towards -the elimina-
tion of mandatory retirement altogether. Several
bills Lc. that effect were introduced in the 96th.
Congress, including ,Congressman Claude Pepper' s HR
70 uncap the ADEA and eliminate. all exemp-
tions)' and another bill to add . age to the imper-
missible bases of discrimination in Title VII of
the 'Civil Rights Act of 1964, ..fi theccording: to
staff of the House Select Committee on Aging with

. whom I spoke earlier this ,week, 'there is no doubt
that the. upcoming ,cOngresa will give attention to_
the general issue: of mandatory retirement.

To-sum up, all that one can say is that7, while
.

there is no immediate danger, the gradual 'aging Of
the 'American population and continuing\!.nflatian-
ary pressures make. it likely that the uncapping"
monster will rear its ugly head: in the not too
distant' future. Wjien does, the bigher educa-, .

tion community hid : bet ter have its facts and fig
: ures ready, and certainly the COFHE project 'is
good Hest step.

;.-



LeaVing the exemption now, I would like.. to

'fOcua upon a conceptually and _legally. separate
matter;

nthe

question of "cessation of employer con7
ttribUtios o pensOn-plans'for employees who con-

, -

.

con-

tinue '.N:70rking *Tone the normal retirement. 'age.
The operative section of the ADEA prohibits dis-
crimination <ori the basis of age in all terms and
condition-s-ofemptoyment, and uxi uLs trace
appear to prohibit such cessation (in the absence

of a stathtory:exception). Hofiever, the legisla-
tive history of the. 1978 amendments--including the
Senatecommittee report and explicit statements in
the floor debates in both houses--makes as clear
as passible that the majority. and minority mana-
gers of the.bill had the' view that cessation would

be permitted; Thus,- you have all the makings of a

legal dilemma, arid a situation in which a court
would..write a well-reasoned, definitive opinion
either way--depending upon whether, it invoked the
principle that legislative.history may be used to
interpret but not to vary the plain meaning of the
words of 'a statute,. or the competing principle
that the intention of Congress must be effectuated
regardless of problems with wording.

-
-

In addition, as, a fi-irther complication, con-
,

lusion has persisted over whether cessation, of'

contributions violates the . Employee Retirement

Income Security Act. The prevailing view has been
thatJERISA neither requires nor.prohlbits contin-
ued contributions after an employee reaches normal
retirement age.' This was the Department of

Labor's. view at the, time ot.hearings on the ADEA
Amendments; and In November of 'r979 the I.R.S.

issued 'a private ruling to the same effect.

''(Labor and iTreasury*bare authority.for enforce-
meht4Of

Despite' internal divisions, the Tepartment of
Labor issued a final interpretation on this and
other employee benefit questions on-May 2.5,.1979,
concluding that employers' with nonsupplemental

12



defined.contribution4ilans may cease contributiOns.
on behalf of- employees who continue working'beyond
the normal retirement age, (and that employerS with
defined benefit '-plans may take analogous mea-
sures) . On July 1, 1979, authority to enforce
ADEA. shifted frod. the Department of Labor to the
E.EA.C., and it, is well-known that :.the .E.E:0.1.

been7--u s interpretation all
along. Almost immediately after assuming juris-
diction, the E.E.O.,C.'s. Stift Committee on. Policy.
took up the issue and sought .a means.of prohibi
ting cessatiotrof.contributions.'that would be.' both
legal and agreeable to all. the agenciesinvolved.:.-

.

'The obvious solutiOn of_ siMply.requiiring con r.
tinuation of contributions,lto.age .seventy seemed
inadequate to the staff,'. onde:they teali-,

zed that employers wouldsimply reduce their-con--
tibutions so that employees' accumulations at'the
time of mandatory. retirement would,.be no greater
than, they would have been at the time of formal,
retirement: For exampleo.accordingto TIAA-,CREF's
figures, continuation of eonttibutionsto age
seventy would result. in a. 50% increase in .the.

average person's accumulatIOn (to fund 'a rtire-
ment of five years'.'shorter duration). ;: Institu-
tions could aim at the present level of retirement
.benefits by making a' 30% reduction in contribu7
tions. This would mean that people would have to
work to age seventy (i.e., that they would. eftec-.
tively be deprived.of a realistft option to' retixe
at age sixty- five). The Congressional intent of
personal choice with regard_ to" retirement age
would thus be thwarted.

The.most recentdraft of the E.EXC.'s prOpo-
sals that I have seen intrOduces a new concept-,
that of "benefit goals." The ,proposals would
require that contributions 'continue.for:emOloyees
-whose individual' accounts are not -sufficient at
normal retirement age .to meet "the benefit .goals
specified in the plan" and for those participants

13
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in plans for which no benefit goals are specified
(usually. .profAsharing, :thZift.'and" savings plaUS
as op-po'sed to -money "gu.rchaser'and_target, plans).

The problems, with _stich..ah- approach, both
philosophical and technical, would ,obviously ;be

-monumental. What is a reasoniblerabenefit goal?
.1(3;%;abott-tho rt-as
employees? What about the equity' problem between
TIAA and dREF? Wouldn't you really be' bluriing-the
-distinction .between defined contribution' and
defined benefit plans,: in' ihat, the so-called
"benefit, goal woulelbecoie,' an implied benefit
guarantee?

The fact That sixteen months have passed with-
out formal E.E.O.G. action on the .proposals may
indicate 'some appreciation of the enormity of

these and othdr coniplicating factors. Or it may
simply indicate some post- Gilbert gun-shyness on
the Commission's part. (An anonymous E.E,O.C.
official was quoted in the Legal Times of Washing-
ton last October as -having said that the E.E.O.C:

'might look foolish if it changed Labor's already
- established- "regulations; this ,represents some new

sensitivity on their part.) any event, accord-
ing to Jay Pagano in the E.E.O.C.'s general coun-
sel's office earlier this week,'no action is sche-
duled by the Commission on the proposals in the

'near future.

Before I turn away from statutes and regula-
tions and to contract law, I would remind you not
to overlook your applicable state and municipal
statutes and ordinances - dealing with discrimina-
tion on the basis .of age. Institutions in Cali-
fornia and Connecticut, have had especially disitup-
tive encounters with%their respective state legis-
latures on the retirement issue.

In.addition to these multiple sources of legal
obligation by enactment of legfslati've bodies-,

zu 14



colleges and universities should be -aware of
another source of applicable law which has. like-
wise been in ferment in.recent 'yearsthe common
law of contracts. At the time an

institution.it awards tenure to a faculty manlier, it enters into
a long-term employment contract with or her,
with,: _mutual, 'rights and obligations. Typically;
the :faculty, member- 'receives only a letter. of
appointment.- or reappointment each, year, and the
terms and conditions' .'Of employment (beyond the
barehones of salary, and, relevant dates) are con-
tained in faculty handl:mks and -'other published
materials. When a 'matter in dispute is not cov-
ered by. any .institutional _documents, courts must
look to the testimony of witnesses in quest of the
mutual understanding of the 'contracting parties.
And, as is often -the case when' matters of "common
'understanding within the academic, world are at
issue, courts will loolcto sources outside a given
institution for assistance.

. .

Such has been the case in:three recent retire-
ment cases . The case of first impression was
Rehor v... Case, Western Reserve University, 'decided
by the Supreme Court of, .01 io sin 1975. A tenured

.
professor of English . challenged Case Western' s
mandatory retirement age of sixty-five on the
ground that he had been awarded-tenure by Western
Reserve University, which had a mandatory retire-
ment age. of seventy, prior to its .merger` with Case
Institute. The court concluded that obviously all
terms' ande conditions of employment in effect at
the time tenure is awarded- cannot be; frozen. for.
thirty or thirty-five years;. otherwise an institu-
tion could not adapt to 'changed circumstances - I,t

therefore held that the University reserved the
diScretioh to -change theretirement age applicable
to tenured faculty. ,(AlSo; and _Perhaps inconsis:
tautly, the .cdurt held that the faculty member's
signature accepting reappointment each year gaVe.-
his consent to the change.) Of interest to .us is
the fact that the 'University succeeded in its

a.



argument concerning its discretion to change the
retirement age by referring' to. several A:A.U.P-. -

statementS, particularly the Statement of Prin-
- ciples on Academic Retirement and Insurance Plans,

issued- in 1950, which emphasized 'institutional

flexibility. A dissenting judge.made reference to
the 'same statement, - arguOg that. the. University

bad not inet_-_its Obligati/on to make reas6nable
transition provisions for those, adversely affected'

by any change.

seConA, noteworthy case is Drans v. Provi-

dence college,, ruled on twice ,by the Supreme Court

of Rhode Island. (thoSt recently On. February 1,

1980). In that case a profeSsor of modern lanin.
ages sued for a"..declaratory judgment' that he--was

not subject to "; Providence Collegets Mandatory

retirement age of sixty-five because that policy
had.. been instituted, after he was: awarded' tenure.

The court concluded that the professor'st.signature.

on annual reappointment forms .did not constitute.
consent, but nevertheless ruled in favor of the

College. Following. the reasoning of the C'se

Western case and also relying on the A.A.U.P.-
statements,, the Rhode Island court held that, as
16ng as a mandatory retirement. program is adopted
by a college in gOod faith, the age chosen is rea-
sonable, .the policy- is uniformly applied to all

. -faculty ...--menibers, and the essential function of
tenure is not ...compromiSed, the .cgncept of tenure

will not preclude the imposition of a mandatory
retirement policy'. The court remanded the case in
order for' the trial' court to resolve the question ,
of, whether the reasonable expectations' "within the

academic cOMmtinity.- -could findicte that the pro-

fessor as eligible for special consideration upon
reaching the age of .retirement.. -

That's when _things became interesting. On

remand, the trial justice Commented,. "I do not '-

know what academic community the Supreme Court WAS'

referring to All that I know is -that ,this Is a



co troversy between a professor and Providence
liege and no one elss. What Boston University

thinks...or may do or the A.A.U.P. thinks:; or
a may do is of 1.10 'consequence in resolving this con-

troversy." IN. went on, conStrle the Supreme
Court's use of the phrase "within the academic
community" as meaning solely the. community within
the bounds of the Providence College campiis-, and

--constraFtionc cinclud edt hat
the Col.legets award -to the professor of an addi-
tional "year. of, teaching beyond the age of sixty-
five was a reasonable transition provision.

Needless to say, the case _was -again appealed
to the state Supreme Court which, referring to the
Case Western decision as well as several non-
retirement cases, stated:- ". we were speaking
in terras of what we are now calling a 'national

.

academic community,' a phrase which encompasses
within its reach all institutions of higher learn-
ing in the United States." The case was again
remanded, and t there. will be no final resolution,
as the plaintiff is now deceased.

The third recent case involving contract prin-
iples and the mandatory retirement of tenured.

faculty is- Karlen v. N.Y.U., -.decided by the fed-
eral district court for _the Southern District of
New York on February 1, 1979, which I discussed at
the beginning of this talk in connection with, the
constitutionality- of the ADEA- exemption.= In -that
cas a -law ,professor. .challenged#N.Y;U. '5.. reduction
of is mandatory retirement age from S'ixty-eight.
to sixty-five. The court denied the University's
motion to dismiss, holding that the professOr's
si nature, on reappo.intment letters did not const1.-

-tu e ckmsent, and in so doing relied on the other
ca I have discussed as well as on the AAUP
stat

' -You..may be. wondering by no why I have. devoted
so much time to this line of cases, in view of



fact that the new federal law will effectively
prevent institutions frOm iedncing their retire-
ment ages in the future. While' that is true, there
is an important- underlying point concerning .the
role A.A.U.P. statement, s in retirement' cases
(as well, as in financial exigency cases such' as

'
Bloomfield College. and. Goucher College). It is of
tremendous 'importance -who articulates the commonly
held-trndertaudiugs of-7the-acadentic-community--con
cerning The terms and conditions of faculty
emplOyment, expeciaLly in areas "where the consen-
sus of the past has eroded. Through vigilance and
an aggressive posture in relevant litigation, the
A.A.U.P.. has gotten" a firm foothold in the judi-
cial, door. It is. up to institutional representa-
tives, through their various associations, to be
equally vigilant and to point out to courts where
necessary, the difference betwen joint statements
of the A.A.U.P. and institutional associations, on
'the One hand, and unilaterally issued A.A.U.P.

-statements.on the other hand. A.C.E.".fought this
- battle_ uccesgfully in the Goucher College case;
and I. p Ocularly commend to you an article on
this iss in the. Winter, 1978 edition of th-.du-:
cational R cord by, W. Todd Furniss.

Finally, I would bring to your attention the
1980 revision of the 1950 Statenient of Principles
on Academic Retirethent and Insurance Plans to

which I:referred earlier. This latest document was
prepared by a -pint .committee of .the A.A.U.P. and
thee Association of,-,American Colleges, and appears
in the September., 1980: edition of Academe. It is'
too long for me to summariz' here,. -but. I. urge you
,to review it as part of your inst'itution's retire-
ment deliberations. If there are -respeCts in which

Your institution' s policies differ from those
endorsed' by the statement, for reasons that should
be obvious. by now I urge you to Commit your poll-
cies to unambiguous writing. Otherwise,, the

,A.A.U.P.'S policies may by judicial fiat be held
to 'be your own.
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My: assignment today is'..to review .the major..
policy,,issues and their context so as to set the
stage for yoUr dismission of retirement policies
and :programs at your institutions. All of this is
occasioned by the impressive series of, sreports'
prepared' by COFHE on the impact of changes in the
age of mandatory retirement at its member institu--
tions. My comments - will touch on a variety of
topics:

(1) the major public policy issues af.fecting
retirement at colleges and universities
as they are likely to : unfold over the
next' few-years; . -

(2) how the resolution of these issues will
.- affect the range of oppo-rtunkties open to
'your,individual institutIons;'

(3) chankeS in the .'-economic.,positions
of ":faculty members that will affect
influence .their plans for retirement; and



t f inane e the '1980s
_ . .

The Major Policy. Issues
.

:

Two : overriding - policy issues, plus' another. ,

subsidiary but still' -impo rtant issue; 'confront. us :
in. dealing with retirement in higher education-
..One--i-s---whether--Congre-ss----wil-1dec-ictetocont-inn
the 'exemption for- tenured -factilty members from 'the
provisione of the 1978' amendments to the Age-Dis-
crimination ,in Employment Act of 1967.: In inly
'1982 the "!chrre'nt -exemptiOn.':xpireS,...meaning that
the -minimum mandatoty retirement ; age_ for :teni.ired,....
faculty members will rise to age 70, unless t state.
law authorizes a higher age or none at all. -It! is

io

.

well -known that many stare.,legislattires lave moved
rapidly to reepond to the federal: llegistlationt. by ..
making a similar, change .and in some cases prohil2.11-
'ting altogether any mand4ory age of .retirement:.
Becauser of these -7dhanges, -a cOntinuation;' by thex
federal government of the .pre rit ,exemption would .'
leave .a oo iderably. smaller f action of all ten
Urea faculty subject to retirement at age' 65 th-iii-
was the case Prior to'; introduction of the federal
legislation in 1977..

,, 6% .

This raises the interesting and .: important.
question as to whether; lkifher eaucation should-.

*organize: itself to fight to make the exemption .4.:.;:.:
perthanent lone:: 13Ipw much support would ,cothe .from,-.
facUlty and adiainistrators:at colleges and-:, tiniVer;
sities , across. the. country? What support' ',Would
Come from the higher, education establishment in
WashingtOn?, -How strong: would. this: support .; be '..it.. ;.,

only" a small segment of higher eaucation'cre-r.et:.----
affected? 1 I: believe that ° continuation of 'the
exemption .;would be a hacl battle to, fight and to. --

win,.. But if there is td -be. a- fight, the strategy
riot. guiding it -should be Organ,ied sopn.. .



The second issue is = how to react to f re-
quently-made Pl'oPosals that there be no minimum

--MRA------wh-ateoe4-e-t-. Bo tii--presidential candidates. .

favored-- o'iSit tan. In .the, heat-of -a1L. political
'camp-aign easy to make promisei --like this.

Bette'- title r expect that for some months
Representatilte Claude Pepper has bepn quietly
plotting his. strategy" for uncapping the -MRA.
These sighs Oukgest that retirement age will be a

4. hot /egislative issue in the very near -future. If '-

"'so,- this. tal-s,e,t- the -Same question noted hefore:
How- should colleges and universities as a group
deal with this propOsal? Should they ..oppose it?
On what basiO* Should they argue for a permaneni
exemption at age 70, as a compromise, with. the pre-
sent exemPtiO4.? now do they make their case?,
What is so u0i.e.itie about higher edudation? Even if
federal legi014tion exempts college faculty mem-
bers, how can states be restrained from elimina--
ting the exemption that the federal government
finds .quite A"cepstable? I leave these questions
for you to 0014r. r

A third. -i-stze, still a bit further off, is a
possible--cha0e. in the age, at which people are
entitled' to- eQeive maximum social security bene-
fits, at r'etielllent. Currently, that age is. 65,
with - reduced 1:briefits, available at age 62. But
even- the condition of present and .prospective
social secui tr f inancing, suggestions have-
already been ode about changing the age at which
maximum benefits are available, moving it from 65
to 67 'or 68 afld maybe even to age 70. Of course,
this is a .natiPhal question that transcends higher.

cation.- Old yet if this change- is made, it
wi have im,ltartt consequences- for the -retire-
men -of faeultY members, particularly if the age

..65 emption should be made permanent; in any
case the avefa4e age of retirement could rise. by
several years 'as a result' of a change like

,



-Adjustments Wit -n Higher Education.

However---these- issues-are resolved, this stl1
leaves several important questions for co/leg-es
and universitiestheir faculties and administrar-,
tors. Foremost in the minds of many is this 'ques-
tion: How can retirement policies and programs be
operated without"' excessive federal intrusion into
the acadonic affairs of:. colleges and *universi-

ties? The,--record of federal agencies in prOmuiga--
ting' --regUlations designed to guide .*_or govern
-implementation of the 1978 Amendments -to the ADEA

is reason enough; to give anyOne pause: regli-

lations have been 'slow' in ' coming, .; they are

extremely detailed, they are voluminous, and. they
tend to be less flexible than they could be.

On the' assumption .that the exempti9n does

expire and the ager-tof MRA goes to 70, then what?
One 'opition is simply to `adapt, allowing- faculty
Members; to retire when they will.- Many, top-notch
pUblic; institutions have long had a iqA of 70, and
.:they seem to have floUtished or at least survived

*4,74r the years. Even though the teaching, and

research .perforniances of some 'facility members
decline:with age, knowledgeable faculty and admin-'
istrators have coped with these iroblems in vari-,
ous ways. They have :.encouraged Unproved perfor-1
mance, reallocated.- responsibilities.; _suggested the

possibility': of early retirement, helped: to work
out early retirement -arrangements, 'and in extreme
cases, and usually as a last resort, actually for-
ced the -relUctant to retire. One knowledgeable
dean 1: knOw suggests, ehat in his experience the
real breaking point -comes somewhere between age 65
and 70=- with.-an earlier age 65 retirement forcing
.out many able- faculty. .members prematurely and a
later age 70 :retirement ..creating problems for a
small number" -of faculty whose performance haS
clearly deteriorated.

,
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A. second optionthe one that concerns most of

you here todayis to develop plans; .policies, and
programs for encourage -earlier retirement. -This.
will get rid of sc-.-called -deadwood'. and permit -
its ...replacement with new young faculty .members
whose presence will invigorate, instruction:, and
research: This means that early .retirement - yro7-
grafas. must. be designed that will benefit both the
affected . individuals and their institutions.
Whether theSe voluntary programs will be effective
in -chaniing the quality, of the faculty along..the
lines; just suggested depends ;heavily on which

'faculty members are induced, to retire. In other
,words, what kinds:, of early 'retirement .incentives

;';131(0 St- select tie
early re i;remen t ? ' if the:0g ,;`programs result in the
early retirement of the nOW-':le'ast able 'faculty
members; then average quality will rise. But, if
instead the ablest facUlty .menibers are attracted '

into early retirement ,- ._.then everyone loses. This
means that the.:'inc4ntiliet must be desigrred caret.'
fully to achieve institutional purposes.

An .additional set of ".plans, poliCies, and
-grams- will be necessary to _deal with .declines in
the physical and intellectual.: vitality of aging
faculty members. Institutions Will no doubt be'-
forced to devise proceduresnot too elaborate we

'hope, but more formal than they now have--for
iodtcalLy. evaluating the perforManCe of older
-faculty members and 'finding ways where, necessary

I to retire; S'Ome of .- them prematUrelyt-for. cause.
This is not a .pleasant taskl to contemplate. How-

. are; snch decisions to be niadc? What criteria will
have to be employed. to assess - performance? Who

-will decide? The questions are numerous and dif
ficult: And though -we. may - somehow. avoid this
'path, I ,am ,not too optimistic. In any cage, we
Should- begin to think about this. now rather than
later..



Dealing intelligently with these internal mat--
ters arising out of the resolution of the broad
policy, issues will be difficult. To the extent
that the minimum age of MRA is raised, to .say 70,
at leastSome-4-ac-ultymemberswill --take-- ad-vantage,--
of the change by continuing to teach. Others will
continue to Opt.' for early retirement; as has long.
been the case.. On balance, however, the average
age of retirements is likely .to creep upi by from
_one to three years, according Co the test current'
estimates.' Such estimatit run counter. to the
finding that over the past two decades ihere has
been a -continuing decline- 'in the average age. of
faculty -retirements. Which of these two opposing
forces, will dominatethe trend toward earlier.'
retirement or the possibility of continuing to
teen until- age 70?

New Pressures

-It is clear that the economic
-.

pressures to
defer retirement will heighten. --One force .pushing.
in that direction is inflation whose .underlying
rate is currently estimated to be about ten per-
cent:.... This is up substantially from.three Percent'
a decade ago and frOm one percent, twenty years
ago., It.. is.,--intefesting. eb_notd. the effect Of'

years at a Nme 'percent . inflation' to the real
tinflation on" retirement benef i . After five

value. of a dollar' of benefits drops by about six
percent;, at a .....three percent ''inflation ..rate - it

drops by about fifteen-:pertenf; at a- tali:percent
/ inflation_ rate it drops by about forty pertent,

etc. To -.the, extent that :individual faculty mem-
bers can see' the effects of 'inflaton on the.real
value of their-benefits, and there is no: reason to
doubt this, they ,T,Twill. opt '.to .continue"C working. '',,.they

.

This 'will beef up the retirement - annuities of
those faculty-. members- ---with define( contribution ''
.plans and augraen the retirement .-lsenefits of, those

faculty.uvder , defined benefit 'plans.. ,



While...inflation is an important consideration,.
less attention, has_ been gi4en to-Zthe depressing
"fact that the 'starting real value off....pension bene-

f i-es-has7aIready-been-eroded7by the dec-lintng-real--=-
value of faculty, salaries.. Real faculty salaries...
fallen over the :past decade; both absolutely and'
relative_ to other occupational gra0s: :This -means
that pension accumulations. have .lagged seriously
and this implies that,. the relative 'position of
retired faculty members will be '-substantially
reduced relative to a decade-ago. The-evidence on
faculty salary declines is significint. Average
salaries-have fallen by alFost 20 percent over the
laSt decade, whether measured by rank, institu-
tional category, or type of institution. This,

trend is likely to continue,.: with ever greater
'adverse c9nsequences;.for- faculty 'retirement bene-
fits. ThfT situation for faculty members contrasts'
esharply winh the situation for other large ':groUps.
of workers, those.:in federal, ,state and local gov-
ernments, and in the unionized, sectors of the
vate economy. Of course, :the Social SecUrity
benefits received by most faculty members are

indexed, thus lessening ,SOmewhat,,!the impact of

inflation. But this is small comfort since Social
Security benefits are also indexed for all othe
retirees.

o sum up, faculty members will have .,to adjust
to continuing inflation and::- declining real.

salaries, and as a result to...reduded'periSton:,12ene-
fits. Their only means of adjustment to :defer' -`

retirement as long as possible.

If these problems are not enough, faculty thew-
bers will 'also suffer disproportionately -..because,
of sharp recent and projected "'increases in ,the.,

Social Security tax and wage base, as required by
federal legislation passed several years ago. BY
the 'mid to late 1980s virtually all of the
salaries of the vast majority' of .faculty members,
wili.zbe fully taxed. under Social Security, 'And to



the extent that inflation continues to push

faculty members into higher tax braCkets (though

perhaps more slowly than for most other groups),

the .after tax incase-of-faculty -members---1,3111--rise_________

' much less sharply than their nominal incomes.

Because- of the way social security benefits are
paid out, faculty members will gain relatively,
little from their additional payments. 'Nor will

they see apparent gains in benefits accruing to

than as a consequence of larger income tax pay-
inents» Thus, we find ourserVes %k ill difficult

situation. -News of this will be lunlikely -to

create joy among faculty members in the 1980s.

How strong is the likelihood that faculty

salarieS continue their real absolute
. .

decline ?" Given the cOntinuande- of inflation and

the improbability:.:; that faculty salaries *la

indexed, inflation will continue to erode the real.

value of our salaries. Moreover, faculty salaries

are unlikely to rise draidatically in .nominal terms

because of familiar constraints on the funds that

provide salxaries--legiqlative appropriations for

public institutions and tuition plus. fund raising;

efforts for private institutions. I do not have
time to spell 'Out my reasons for the 'expectation

that 'faculty salaries will show no significant

improvements. Npr is there . time to dispel the
popular- notion that faculty salaries have lagged

and will continue to lag 'because of the great

abundance of new Phbs; this explanation ignores a.

variety of important instiutional constraints.

, Higher Education's %:Prospects.

136; me . .now examine the Prospects 'for higher

education" flnance in the 1980s. The likelihood of

- seeing the funding'-base . for higher eduCation .\aug-

mented is not 'great ; Much depen4s qn, the :state

the econOmy and;:. " the erne-ail of real economic
,growth we experience, in the next . ten years. This

will deterMine* the size of the total pie available



to:individuals to al- locate to meet their Varying
rivate and public needs.

t. The need for funds for higher education,. and
'in turn their availability; will depend heavily: at
least in the public sector on- enrollments. This
is because enrollments determine total state aid
which is cost per. student multiplied by the number
of students. Private institutions must rely 6"on
other sources of funds, including tuition and con-.
iributims.- Here, tbo, however, total enrollment
affects the amount of 'funds needed. -'

Partly for this reason the big uncertainity is
over :the direction and magnitude of enrollment
change-i. Economist.'Howard Bowen suggests that
enrollments could rise substantially, and he sug-
gests that they will, to the extent that we can

L cultivate and capture large untapped markets for
our services. Economist Steven Dresch concludes
that enrollments might drop by as much as 50 per-

. cent as potential students. respond ( by not enrol-
ling) to the declining ecenomic , returns to col
lege- going; they will opt in greater numbers than
in the past not to .attend 'college. The Carnegie
Council on .Public Policy suggests an intermediate
-positidn, with the lilcelihood of 4 .510 percent
decline in enrollments. For indiVidual institu-
tions enrollment changes are lilcelY to be greater,
or smaller, whatever the overall change. They are
also likely to be greater for tUe private than
public sector institutions, given the tuition
levels and differentials, institutional location,
and the liberal arts orientation of many private
colleges and uniwities.

Another Source', of .uncertaiUty is. the extent to
'which higher educatfon- -will, he saddled with new
social. -,tbat, will affect the. demand for
hiefief, education land .perhaps

e 'even,

more importantly
the ;costs of igher 'kto 6ne o f.f E.-uc these man
dates is almosvoteFtaln to be a. &eater push for



accountability, with consequent rules, costly
reporting systems, need for specialized.. personnel
to -deal with them, etc. Increased:. amounts of
remedial instruction are no being offered:
whether, we are being pushed to' do this or pulled
by our own choices, is not entirely clear. By con-
treat, there 'could alsobe a new push for instruc7

ktional aupport and Special programs- fon'.research
and for' advanced training fioni the :federal govern=
ment. We may have seen the first stirrings of a
new, effort to. promote .such programs. With ..the

release in early Oc4ober of a report to the Presi-
dent- from the .National Science Foundation and:
DePartment of Education on4 2. bur- 'lagging scientific
an,d;.;engi.neering. education. What is important -'to
recoghiie,iS the following. '.,:Bbme of these:-,:inan7: -.:.
dates we can do 'well, whereaa- Others we are
equipped to provide. .I expect that we will con-
tinue. to. seek to do those that We -believe we can
do the areas of %research and traditiOnal
instructionand that we Will ,lag in ciur ,effOrts'
to do Other- things thrust UpOn us unwillingly..

What about the different sources of funds?
-.There.,are five major sources of funds: students;
their parents; state and pri-Vate-..-sourcea -.which

,_provide. the bulk of instructional funs;'and the
federal- government. Student funding programs :.con-
tihue to evOlve, but they, have._beeh: given shap
for the next years 1;Y_ .congressional action
just a month ago. The reauthorization -calls foc a
scheduled pattern...of inc eases student.: finan7:
cial aid that we hope be stable and predic-
table. , :

. .-;:State SUipport for public institutions and frd-'..
quen,tly for students attending private. institu-.
tions ismore difficult to predict, in large part
because of public.:coitterir about the growth of gov-
ernment spending. push tax=expehditure
limitation programs through constitutional amend' -
ments legislative actiort,,,in the various



states could strike a serous blow against-higher
education-. ...Witness the pVedicted 'consequences of
the -TISCH amendment in Michigan:. Or take a state
such as Wisconsin which has always been exceed-,

generous in Ats: support ofhigher educa-
tion: Because of a tight State- budget, we . . .

recently added a $30 per -Semester sur-
charge: at Madison. This may well mark a-change
the decade-old forzpula that set tuition at 25 per
cent' of-instructional costs; prior to that it was
20 -Percent.. When this combined -with.the :index"-
ing . of state income tax' brackets in tgisconsin,
WhiCh 'came' as, part of an almost_ $1 billion tax'.

; reduction- a year ago; tlie state tax systeia will no
longer. be the money -producer it has in the
past. To the extent that morel- funds "are to be
allocated- to higher education they will have-to be
taken out of other programs. Whether we can build
an ef fective case for added ...funding , _against such
"programs as, --say, Welfare aia, is not 'air.,-certain.

Private funding for higher education .may-. suf-
People may give less for the -same

reasons- th' t underlie the anti-tax anti-expendi-
ture sent ent. On the er. hand, -aggressive;
fund ing. efforts by p ate institutions can.-
put them in an 'especially strong position' to
pete with the giblic sector with! respect to
faculty salaries, early retirement programs, and
the like . -`; Perhaps .they can.: also.. narro.7 ;the pub-
-lic-priVate tuition differential This may be.--the

.;Inne awaited ray of hope for private higher:educa-,
tion.

Federal - funding beyond student -aid is also
uncertain. Whether additional funding- will be
available for 'research remains to be seen. How-

.eVer , growing concern about slow productivity
growth,could well generate a new burst. of enthuSi-
asm for basic research, much of which would have
to be done at the colleges, and Universities., How
favorably inclined the flederal government .maf'be
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. tai, ..tund special programs designed to proVide-

aiternative support for top-notch young scholars
to develop their research otential (in a period

when 'academic jobs ard not- available for them) is
--- ..;o7uncer taiu.

in :dealing. with .the .7shoitru'.'n Problems -ariiing from
the 2-change in the :age of mandatory retirement and
with the Ongrun. problems''ariiing, from the pecu-
-liar age structure academe .as we move. into the-
l-980s."'

Summary and Conclusions

6 Let me- summarize.' the' immediate policy .

issues concern the seternption' which, expires in 1982;
and likely congresSional action to eliminate 'all.
11RA. What should .we do to affect. this legisla-
tion? HoW will we adjust .tp this legislation,

. assuming- it takes its predicted course? ho4 can-

`we work to minimize -its adverse impact on the qua-
,rity of'AmeriCan higher education?

Dealing' 'with , ..these questions
-is 'difficult for

-
Several reason's: .F.11-st, -inflation, which _it'

`likely to" continue unabated quickly erodes
. faculty salary increases and -pushes pore faculty-

members- to Continue teaching until they are 'foiced

to retire: Inflation erodes the real and'

relative value of their hard-earned. pension belie --
fits. The 'continued increases -in Social Security -

taxes and Persional income taxes will contribute to--
further faculty disillusionment with their econo-
mic p6Sition-.,.. 13pw, they will cope with this is s,
difficult to spe'cUlate-abOut.:::::= .

The prospects for higher education finance are
not especially., optimistic. State funding is

likely to. constrain' .:public institutions in many
ways anci-,td prevent them .trom taking significant
steps either to ma<iiitai real' salaries or -:to

_Plate ...earlier ..retirement. itrivate .-secior,, :1
though ' hard ,prested .;ha* g-feater -

s



to deal with ear4 retixement. , It _will Also have

the .0opportunity_ to .substaritiar i.

improvetherits:; qualitY;of' its' .faCUlty-f..- And'

it may be''.."abe 'to improve: .drawing. power for

students :. finch_ depends on wheteel it cat increase
its growth' of voluntary=efriataC. faster than 'the '7

growth of .pnblic -.1sec:t-Or

additions of federal cunds- apPr'''-to.,,fte unlikely:
TO ',slim. '":7some
Solution to our f beT "72:-.
increasingly constrained thrdtighOu't,:ther-1:980S-;

To conclude; -xie could bEV..,described- : eOteriag-
a new' era of limits; something ..'unimaginabl'e irn the
optimistic, atmcsphere, of the early,.1.:1960s; only ,
dimly perceived as possible `in- The'" earlt. 1970s, .
and now upon' us- in the ;early 1980s. All -of, yOu
will more; than.,,-earn your Sala-rie. during:
coming' years and as a re$$ you wi.411.-prObably..,

-relish :early; re.tiTelmeAlIT< -.particularly if the

incentives are favorable ,enough;. I wish You- well .
in your work and inCyoux- efforts devise effee--:.

)

theways of coping with limited resourceS.....ct e
aging, of -our facurties;--,and the 'special .difficul--
ties created by the 'Change in-mandatory :reti.ment.



. .

Nr...SOuthWorth is a ..'prindipaL.of
Nel Son and Warren; which .a" national firm., of...,
consulting actuaried. He is the manager of the
New- -England,- Offide and as -mot t,F than, twelve years. of service 'in employee benefit consulting. :

* * * *

/t is really nice to be in a to mike
sure that there are question's being asked.. One'
preidulr comment I have, is that if in- face we
move to age -70- as a' mandatori . retirement and yOu
hatie to provide tenefitj credit to that time, there .

is no question in my :mind . that -most of your.
--,-SchoolS are going to have to readdress your entire,
defined , objective and the accumulation that you'll,.
have -to provide is something .1.ess beC-ause the
longevity is less., This, in faCt, on the'''dkim-

will end up. enabling. you-., to actually
redude fairly significantly ihe:''contributions on,yopr existing program, maybe to . the extent. of
25730%, depending, upon how you. might use your

.projections.- .

r';'7 thp problem with this".,Of- course and,
,;aga.in; talking here to try and stimulate.. some
discussion; the probleiT with CQIIrSO:'j; is.,

lot of people are unable;: to -work untif:,;ai
7,73 or do not want to, so that you' 11 probablw.fi

yotirself. having to come up with some 'sort of earl
retiretheitt inducement, whether out of necessity' or
to allow these .people- to get out In ,t erms. of the
deadwood' problem.

Now; the dollars that you will save iMmed17-:
;1.atelY"Ii.Y" redu4ng-::'cont,ributions to meet a benefit

target at age 70 will .-enable;7yoti:;.'lf:'youl:Wor*,..-- to
earmark a r certain'. amount _ of this say.ings, and
certainly {not all of it is required, to cone .up



:;:;probably with som very gene ous 'early retirement;
schemes to enable people going out 'prior to 16 to1".
have as: high Ian _income as they otherwise would /
have had if they worked , until -70. So I _don' t
think it's all on the bad side. - 7

7 I : tt nk you will have to come to grips with
that -ia-tticularpro hl-eticifieduz-ingt-hecont-rihni="-
tion,. Ievel.s for existing faculty. The reason, you
will rcl up. dbviotialy.:saVine, some funds is that ;
all good- sChools end up having people leaving" your
inStitutiOns along the way, and -you're not going

have, to provide those early retirement Scheies
-, its going to be the 'next .emplOSree.. And to the

'extent that 'these .people actually leave educa-
tional institutions entirely,- it ;becomes a savings
coliectiye1y to all of you

Another thin,g.:. Semi': to.':s.be running :into ':,to
some degree in some of our schools - 'We ve asked
repeatedly; , because . of inflation; hecause in .

Certain' cases you have defined :Contribution, .prop-.

grams that might; be integrated with Social Secu-
rity; that is 'yoif,..proVide higher level of .con-:
tributions on 'sa'laries in, excess of So:Cial .Secu-
rity.: There's. been a coittern that. as the Social s
Security :wage base goes`..up much faster than infla-
tion, :that obviously the facultST are losing in the
aggregate "in . terms .'of contributions; going into
their plans, and .whet°' s this doing. in terms of not
meeting - retirement income objeCiives that we
established previously?

amazingly enough, in spite of the ififla-s
tion and the . rapid: salary increases, ,although' not
so rapid according -:to -.Lee, for faculty, and,the
fact that on`' integrated 41ans contributions'_
percentage of.. PaS, are actually gettink ,smaller,
the benefits at retirement are actually becOming

'-larger as a percentage of pay,`. for one ".: simple's
reason,:_;that; when yoti 'take yon.acc,umulation at
retirement and Convert It into ',an,. annUitY,
converting it on an interest -rate that has been -1
-going up consistent TIAA from 1970 --through



k'!Vik$N41,
A

The:, problem is 'this .- ,v -I ;know that - ;TIAA,, forltsii
instance, is now 'inciring interest. rates 'from 9
1/2 to '10 1/2%, theseby. providing even that. ;nch:

agreater annuity on given accumulation. -The Only _

way 'tbnt:-we can sustain, ,:nr,,TIAA can silstain,7in 10
1/2' - ; 11 1/2., interest rate' _;,on 'emisting
portfolio obviously ..dOntinued 2-.inflation;
In ,fact, the only reason that longer. term fiiced
income Obligations -yield . 11 and '12.7 and. .13%' is : .--

becanse.:of 'a perceived Inflation rate,- of something
like 1.0Z. -So- suddenly: to focus what hi4 been
the:- traditional way. of :_lo,oking- op benefits :,at
retirement to see if ...they are meeting,,, adequate
income objectives, when you take that:. into :account
with Social Security-,.-. I think,: maybe is the !fro*:
way' to look at. it now, Partidaloarly :when you
shot,, at tlzat- one age and then find: .:a--.1;tretilen
erosion over" time, ;particularly at or 9, or 10%'..

L -don't have to 441'; you-}how much erosion: you
do see And- particularly. with factiltY members
where:"Social*Securitx which is :.fully indexed` prO-
-vides .25% or less .of a, Person's-total iticoMe, the
total eidsion factor 'is. fairly lrge.,

'These -are: 'comments-, f rankly, lust try :-to..
stimulate --dis-cussion's dc; have a 7,quettion.' of Laura. think she mentioned at one point that
the longer the ,EEDC proposal does not Come- out
the -better chanCe it his, in terms continued pen7
sion credit,, of not becoining-laig in the future. Do

:_you actually feel, -that, that might be the ase?,:
think lot of ..peorge ai4 assUlaing-Oat both

- fined benef it and defined'- Out ribution glans will.
have to pkovide credit iight up' to tbe new Mande.tory

reti-rement age. r
7 - ,



Q: What -.do you foresee, happening with the
apparently differing -interpretation of regulations.
by the EEOC. and .Department 'of Labor?

' LF: The Age Discrimination and ',Employment, Act,
-, actually technically is an.Tamendment of the tor-
': t al-t o-Port al Pay. Act,- ' with , which',:many .*- of .: you

labor lawyerS and economistS'are- probably tamiliar,.
and thcit law contains a prOviSiti*- Whiclf,eptemptp
employers from any liability, that....t.:10 'may.-7inCiar
through good- faith reliance on reguatory interpre-.
tations -by. -any administrative.' 'ageri6f;:' ".9; I think'
schools, for however_ long theAliartment ,:crf L.abOr.'s .
interpretations stay in .effiet, will .;be iprotep.lied
from any liability. for anything.., that happens dyring
that time. As for the .question Of whetlier the 'EEOC
is likely in the fUture' to change Lahor's interpte-
tatian I do get the impreSsion that, .9,s I said.,
they are :gun-shy -as a result of what happened to
them "in the Gilbert case. If all of -you .are.. not - :,
familiar with general Electric.. v. )-poll rt,'..7:01di:
was the .pregnancy:;!. disability Cage....n,.,- ..' the:.

- Zupreme COUrt of the United Stites sid st ink:. .

these words. that _the regulations of the EEOC i are"-
. .. ,-not worth the _paper they are'. iiiiitten oii.,. in 4_

situatiorc where they had flip4flopp and Oust. had
behaved very badly. - As .-I indic'ated,143ased :upon .,..-

the wording of the." statute, 1,1".tiiiFitkihat rA:::'case ,

could be made that the cOiitithoitionS" ', should
continue, and it.' s not incondeiVb.Sie !that "the...EEOC
people will come out w.kth ..reetaa,tions to : this...
effect. - litit 16 months haie passedt .;:0WVe gOtten-:..
all the Comments -frorr Elle -other "agenti.V,, and. they'
are just s4.tting on it, and I -do .;`think, there 74.s:
,some gun- shyness ::there. Isia.3ibe:...theis,a1*- waiting,.
for ttie election, .49:.. knows, : I .'' OnlV couldn't '..:,,:,':-;l
give a definite ifidicatiOn:olie 1-'1

t
f5P!..iitr_phe other,

but I do think that the `more. the ?;

less likely it is because ..c.Aze.. iit.Oitilent will haVe ,.
lost whatever impetuS it had: '.,14hink 'the aging:

3 -,
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-4.;.,
adirocaces.-haiie forgotten about it. -

.- Q: YOur,comment -about early retirement leads
,..... . me- to mention ..

had a _few of on outstanding prgeSSOra lea-ve; and .

-found it gave early. retirement respectai3.ty
Isn't this what we shoUld be trying to do?

leitiapSI.f. I dia;.:ritit.;:addiess this .issue in
the conteXi... of.-.,:My2:-.;.cOn.CPine.:::atiout the erosion of

----faculty salWries:(::::;;;;Let=,--me theSe two
points ear-: or so .ago. I .".atierided1.4f.a conference
on fadultY:-. salaries and outside Chat
Conflence. was background kor . 'a Carnegie -sport
_sore ';report that will.. .be.".::out soon,- for
.greater of ..the 'Outside acti-v-i-tiea of
--faculty members. One interesting concern expressed
by faculty from the California system, ..where
fadtiley- salaries have lagged ..very seriou$11y,, is
that some of :their best colleagues are the:"..ones,
who are . leaving. They are gorne-,-off ao 'private
industry; banka; corporations, and.'~io' The lag-
in faculty salaries:, Is causing the 'beat' people .to'
leave, and ,..everybody is suffering as . a result.....
Faculty members Wit: good alternatives in 'th,
privata:-seCCor are taking athrantage of them, given
the change in relative earning's situatipns in
those two sectors .plus the -fact that you can earn

-.more outside academe. To the "extent that yoti. have
this happening' already and Ow in addition you
dangle -thgae early'.-retirement ...induceMents in front
of people, you "maST giiie them a double barrel
reason for leaving. Certainly, 'you may give
respectability to the program, but you could end

"up helping to .nudge some very good people to leave
your institution.-- This is nOt going to happen
frequently in .the humanities, . but certainly
occur in:the sciences,' engineerini, the .profes-
sional areas. As a result you may develop
imbalances in the quality of your faculty that
could be very serious. As I look at the 1980's, I.

see this as a major reason for, concern the
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decline in the real values of the_.facUlty salaries
and the decl-ine vis-a-vis what people can earn in
alternaiive employments. This will not occur far
ver-yone--butperhaps--f-or- f or a third of the
faculty who are in fields ere -they can transfer
their_skiLls_iand sell- tbem_rei--the---priArate l-settar.

Thus, attractive early retirement programs may .be
accentuating another problem and a serious, one.

Q: Early retirement plans are a good thing if
; the- person actually retires, but not so good If he
. goes on to another .jbh. Could the early retirement'
subsidy 'be stopped ift the person is employed?

'LH: I know double dipping pervasive and
I'm not sure that .:there's anything that can be
done to prevent it. ,

9: But don't you think this a waste
money?

RS:. It's wasteful from one perspective; It's
not from others. So, I think 'that might: depend a
little bit upon . when your- early retirement pro-
gram is going to be coming into .effect. We're
talking about' something that might ;_ be coming in
any time after age- 55: I think _you've got to
integrate., in some fashion, -post retirement funds,
so to speak, with special7- subsidies, but this also
I. think, bears .more on a point th t I 'made. a-little
bit earlier here: if you ve your existing
program ;gas is, which presu ably, at least at
retirement, meets your -retirement income - 'oars- at,
age 65, and then are. forced to continue-to make
contributions beyond 65 or 70, then very clearly
you'll be exceeding at retirement at least ..the
goal - that you initially have established. In
fact, to a large degree, even .if. don't make
contributions beyond normal= retirement, because 'of
the intbrest and mortality, :factors, you will _.be
exceeaig the goals that you had set at 'normal
retire:tient. Now, when you are confronted '1.11th

3



This: -faCulty member, who may not want to leave,. and
you are now trying' to .provide some form of fl;nan-
cik "incentive -for hini`to leave,-,then": 'you,'re going
to :have to meet not just the '-`retirement income
goals you initially established, something

greaterl".__After=this_ia_done_a,idaile;_and_LYoa_LL
.see- the kind of expense You are loORing" At, I

;Think most institutions are going to 'find thlyzat
they have tei...cut the";Contributidb rates that .the
presently 'have if, = in fact,' they are meeting
existing

.
Q: the :Contribution rates are reduced,

this :money be.. returned to tht,
now, or used to insure .adeguate---benefits!.

after retirement?

RS:"' I'm iprobably--. going to -be treading on a
:feW other- people's territory in later talks, but
think 'coming back again- tOpthis, basic focus and

" the fact that 'we're looking at retirement income
. and- .seeing this terrific erosion after ,retirement;

:'._something.. 4 going to have to be dOrie. In one
.sense, if the institution is Merely:-.Meeting.: its
retirement and annuity rates :based" upon today" s

'value of money, and)they really Mee:lox..That ,-they say
in terms of wanting to meet certain -objectives;
then they are ,going to have to back around and
provide some form, of post . retirement indexing,

*whether it be on a,:pay-as=you-go basis or pre:
funded, which can beCome terribly expensive if
they wait too long. They are presently spending
Money that they could 'otherwise use for that very
purpose.. Conversely, there. is another way of
doing ..it, and it would. be to look at the fact that' .

maybe. our real, rate.. of interest has never been
more than 3%, and that might even be

optimiatiC to 'some degree; and to lOok then at the
income.,.t.tat could be produced by '-bnyfiig annuities
fronr,,TIAA at 3.% and letting this .ex"-Cess interest
be used to take-,care, at least in part, of the
inflation problem .114 the future. What you'll
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.
_vprobably, find rin most of your institutions right ,..r.

'now, . though, if we .-- look at this again and do
-projections to see if `your contributidra 'rates- are,

, meeting ,, retirement income objectives, on the
aisumPtiori , that that accumulation would .tuin into...,

-=-quite-ag---qui-te--shdrt-. '
.

an .annuity at 3% interest, they'd -,probably. be
_. .

..
,., .. , .

,.
.

A: (from -John Biggs and Toth Edwards) ,We'll.

-tanCabotit this tomorrow.

You did .not addiess;;:pettaps deliberately.,
-the questiOn of alternatives to- tenure.

$0, -it.' was not delibeiate. :I hadn't
really .considered that as a ..poSsibility:' Having
just ,,rad a draft of a paper that soiheode did on
tenure-, I was impressed 'with how firmly its is
entrenched in higher. education. Clearly,. however,

V''lthere are' alternatives that perhaps shOUld be.
explored mote fully.'

Q: then Boston University :"PresidVt John
Silber suggested . develcipting alternatives to tenure.
-he- got shot down. .fe'nure is a well es,tablished-
apprentice and -review -system. have questions
about how: to make early retirement _plans fair and

,.'"targeted, perhaps linked to the median salary', and
how,,, to deiTelop phased retirement plans to meet;
indiVidual needs.

LH: As I understand the age discrimination-
amendments; it is ok to mandatorily retire someone,
but not 'to offer them partial retirement.

1Y: I think that what you're saying is. an
accurate, description of the state of affairs while
the exemption is in effect, the reason being the
ADEA prohibits _discrimination of any kind in any--

. tetms and conditions of employment with a narrow
exemption card dealt that says to colleges and
universities:- you may require retirement; you may



Continue to require ..rettiement at age.; 65; .,but by
:implication yOu may not ,.

anijithing else that
would be discimiDatory on the basiS: of age. It's
a strange, result I admit. It's as- if saying,
well, you can have capital punishment 'and. "execute
.these People; - you can't ay ''lesSer
penalty Vim" them:_(_That' a:reasoning by analogy
I don't mean to, say that retirement is execution) -:;

-"Q: What. about offering partial. 'retirement?'

LF : You mayoffer it, you Can not, require it.

Q: :" Can, you'. "'retire ,someone, then '''rehire hiM
part-time.? . ,

Well, I think that you wonl&:-, have a- .-!problem convincing a court that yon. did In fact
retire What is the

:
difference" bettge4n

.retiring someone and hiring" the* back._ on ..a
different- basis and ' shifting their terms:. and
-conditions of employment?,.... Well...you can say, maybe,

have one day --or one Week- or one . month,. in
' between the 'two whiCh thit pereon Is not

affiliated with the;;college: Then you say, well
"1.1Ow` long dogs that b_ e to make it
there really is af.:deve-rairce":and.that you really ;.=
have divorced yourSelrffrOM this person And, then

brought'him or her -back" rather than just changing.

the terms and conditions;Of:amployment, which you
can' .t "do on the basis' of --age? Many- people thought
.Whenr, this "law was first enacted of carious eon-

.. figurationS,, .just as you describe, '; and I don't
think anysme has. had the :courage to try it; it's
jUst too risky legally..

Q: Given all the :problems with determining
the amount and period"' 'Of .cOntri ons to our

.:retirement,, plans; ., how -''can o on with
defined benefit plans?.

3 RS: Well, you said defined benefit plans. By
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and large, most faculty are covered, private,
faCulty anyWay, i'are covered under defined **-.

-, dontributtOn,1: plans: 'Right . now there's a
pesidenVs -COMmission, a:4 you may ..know, on
-retirement policy, and they're lOoking at the
Problems' you are having.. wit.h income security via
ye,S thir

Forporate!'' woriCi; you -typically have .yeara:.

required- to be .vested in a pension, which is
typically .a: defined benefit plan. NoW, they are
talking about :reducing. the tame period "'required to

. become vested so ..that. if a Person moves around,,
when they finally retire, they've got' their full
pension. But 'what ,they are, of course; finding,
which-. they didn't realize, before:, is that because
of the way defined benefit plans work, if
individuals move around -. three or four .times in
their careen, with 8: or 9% inflation rates,
;pensions from those. earlier ;peziods are baSed upon
salaries Oiat were so. -much lower than what they,
are earnimg when they : finally. retire that it

doesn't :really,' matter if ,they are vested or not
because they are vested 1n practically. nothing.
Peogle are 'realizing, .maYbe.for the fieSt time
I laiow TIAA will 'like -this- because they've been
advertiSing it all - along . that defined
contribution plans are the anSWeil., that if you are
now -Sifting. .down to try to` address this problem
-for the first time with a white:Sheet. 'of paper and
saying you want to be -sUre to 'allow mobility in
the work force, .':you pgrobably would: take rd of
compensation and say one piece of that;; 1s go-ink to..
go into some form, of deferred income whichjle can
'tap whet he ultimately retires but can't get at
sooner. And tbe Troblem is we're not-working with
a white sheet of paper, and to now go back and
stain from ,scratch, if we go to a defined
contribution plan for the future for everyone,
will take,. years years to come out the :way we
want' bedaUse so many gebiile are ''Cioge t6. retire-
ment. ..I think .clearly you are going to nee. -
continuation of :.defined.. contribution and

k
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prObably start 'seeing more of thet in the Corporate
world.:;-. But - at the ,same --time, I think 'that if we
are going to move to age, 70 in some,form, ,and more
and, more-. people going to work till 1.3age 70, you
are gbing.'id see ,'Some= forni of defined belief
sUpplement,, hoWeiver-- You might couch ...it.. don%

-.----see-a-way-a-rouitd-,-It-r-frankly---.-7-And---right-,-no-w.,. a
lot of : cbrpoiations - they're fairly fortuante
right now - can freeze benefits at age. 65 for the
rank and. file .although ..they can worie till, 70.
They 'die 'also fOrtnifite because 'thele, people don't
seem: td. like their' jobs as much as facUlty. members,
sb., it's a lithe easier get them Ont.
they're. doing a lot 'of ',cases.:j..s counseling the
typical employee who $30;010,
the salary of :a *sayrng,..!Ok,
you can work until 70 ::understand the implica-.
t ions of your working. Nuttier- Olie ; yoU' re f o re- ;
going: Social- Security, which, although you'll =get.
a little bit . larger benefit if you defer, it's not -

nearly gs much as its' actuarial equivalent, so
you're looking at essentially one-third of your
income from `Social Security. You're not getting
yOur whiCh.-iSgcring be frozen,-
so preSumably the institution's able, to take that
money and, f eect At into salary. You .: can ttirn
around then, and tell., the: individual that I hope
,you like your work, -because you're essentially
working for , one-third Pay. Now, what's happening
there _f it's :,getting:: these .peopleT.to--reiire,:.:-and
because of _the e`arningS test Under Social Security
..which As going up to $6,000 very soon, they are
able to bring these people: back on a part-time
basis, maybe utilizing them very well. Although

. as actuary I can't get into the other issues of
how important it is for people' to work after

'retirement, they are; using them one or two days, a
week, taking the So'Clag. 'Security
setup the way it is right onow, .:and at, the same
time allowing them to tap into their pensions. If
YoU.have some form of defined benefit superimposed...
over your existing defined contribution. plan;;.-YOU

.
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can accomplish;, the seine thing on a partctime
teaching. basiS; .don't. laiow what might
hippen if they ; then can go t of ter
they've: been working -zone year at -part, time. .4o
see that this could be something :.that ,probablY
could be utilized. within 'colleges and universities'''
as well as corporations.'

Qs There4s . the pos.sibilfty of raising the.-lgge
for Social" Security _benefits to 67', 68'. 70`.-

RS: You mean age at entry r normal ret irement
age of SCicial 'Security?-

Q: Normal re ti-rement age'.
Y. =

RS: Yes, ','but .their problem is. long term
funding -, that fd getting into an entirely different

Willissue. It does 1°4 like one of the .brospects,
be some form of -pOstpolted retirement, but maybe not
to take effecountil some distance: into the future,
'in the year 00 or so. For the next ten or so
years you'll continue,.to intain retirement
to _65.

Q: This whole sit tion may be helped somewhat
as there will be fewer w Ph.D.s coming along due
to demographic. factors. Also,- institutions may
stop hiring people,at the full professor level or
try things like jci`b haring or awarding research
tenure teaching tenure.

*". Q: If you hi-re a husband and wife-With one
salary, one, set_ of benefits,. what do,' they do with
their free time?

A: (from atidience) .Work-research-babysi

LH: Changes in., the supply of. new Ph.D1s ane
interesting. Allan s Cartter's projections in his
1976 book and several earlier papers, indicated

Pli.D.',:prodtiction would continue rising --
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f orever: If you examine = the ,Natis.mal Researcti`,.
-,Councii's annual summary report on Ph.D. 's grantecl-;..
.,you'. 11 see the number of Ph.D. 's increaNing

tically for a number of years, hitting .,a peak in
.:1:1974.. Since then ,prodnction has remained

. constant or .`fallen reflects' a
tremendOus responseo_:_market_____:conditions and
perhaps to other forces as well Of course the,

number of Ph.D.'s: granted...cannot drop to zero,
because Pb.D. students are an- essential' `input to
teaching and research, especially at big universi-

If the :number of economics. graduate Students
went to zero -at.- Wisconsin, - we'd be in peril; I
don't know- what .we'd do. This is not a 'problem at
four year college4, _but it certainly, is at univer-
sities. -.There- are:. also differential" responses 'in

:-^ the different. fields. . Physics has had a' very rapid
drop off; education may still be rising slightly.
So you find very, different patterns 'acroisl.diScit.
plines'xeflectine; in Part, changing .market condi-
tions and; in part, other :fcrieed that I'm not

' really sure we understand.,....,Lidozi't believe' that
you will ever get a big enough- response to choke
off supply so, the market generate salary
increases the 'kind we night.-observe in other
occupations.: :If, that did happeii,t. we might be in
an even wdrie.:sit-Uation. Let ine-' take up your other
point abont hiring full profeSsors. Harvard
replaces" a full peofessor who dies or retires with
another, star from somewhere\ .else, . and that
institution in turn hires someone from another
institution, and that process, oontinues on down
the:' line, and eventually another -.assistant
profeesOr is hired . somewhere'. While an
institutionr.may change its faculty age and rank
structure somewhat by virtue of hiring a senior
person rather than a new Ph.D., for the academic
.Sector as a whole nothing much will happen-

,
Q: The question is, still remains, what do we

now want, and what should we be -doing for the
suture?



LS: Well, Ws,. nott...a question necessarily' of
.-what we want. As recall you had individuals

coming: in and testifying 'bef ore. Congress, and I'm
"--. sure that people like...Bill Bowen and John "xemeny

offered advice.: At I -understands it, Congressmen
didn't know anything about this 'matter; they
Simply didn't knOw. 'what .to do. They were eventu-
ally_____pi-rsuaded th:at,--they. should---n6t----ac-t too
hastily,, decided to have, the question,
studied and to delay 'final action. Now they will
want to. see what comes out and .then decide. Tha .y;

one issue. The other' one this: IrreSpective
of what, tke. studies, show,. what should we be
to ,help-adli.eN what we want whether based 6-1C1the,7.
study f indingS-1:Or. the _other ,ideas- -and'
institutions? Already things hiVe.:Elianked because-

age to
70`. I ''`am now trying to digest all the state and
legislative -changes, most of which have :followed
the federal legislation. _So if you want to go
.back to the .pre-1978 situation, then yof,f,ve got
fifty states to work. This will be difficult if
not impossible to handle. All yoif can hope for
that a persuasive case can be made at the federal
level that may lead the states to: behaVe in the
same way. It is important now to think ahead andn''...
try to figure; out what you want rather than wait-
ing, as haPPene'd .1.12' 1977-78, until the horse- was

- out of the-fliarn and then trying to move quickly to
affect the legislation.

Q: In terms of -ERISA, what can be done to get
rid of someone who won't retire?

.... ,

LF: I think it would I*, gross incouiSetence on,
lay part. to answer any questionS .about ERISA. It
. is a many-headed monster that ;only People who spend. . -

-the ir liv4,_ on '-it.could credibly cdimen on.

Q: ,Well, can you make payofs'of a couple o
, years! salary if that'P .what it---,:takes?

.. . .: -
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:..... - .. !-
LF: Well; .a tenure contract - is -a ,eoittract

like any . other', and.' the terms of it can always be
revised by,,Autual agreement. ,That is true:. of any.
cOntra&t,...-SO *if the other parties, were, willing,.

-.'-'f: then you'd rewrite it to your _specifications -
whatever dollar amount yoh wanted -t :on it.

..-'. f-- -'-- .:--:\ 'The danger, would': be that: he or sh claim
h -'at-atrthan there wa*,:co-erci:on7invOl.-Ve , but---t-

-i

can alvrays...be the .case:
.!

.Q : :What are the tax consequentes. of contrib-,
uting such, a lump sum to TIAA/CREF?

: RS:: Well 'clearly there are excluSion.
ance limits to 'how , much you. can put into TIAA or
CREF. There are ways' - -in which., after a. persOn*:
actually 744.s.ippeqrs from the institution !and no
longer_ has 'a. salary, that you can continue to put

-fUnds in, TIAA and CREW but typically it would not,
be up to one or two times pay, so probably the way
you'd do that would be to give them some sort of
compenSation and enable': their ,TIAA/CREF benefits
.to grow to that level that you'd 5otheiwise want to
get. So you get there in a different waY but you

get there:.in a much more tax efficient basis. So
in other words, instead of just dunqiing a lot of
-money into TIAA and. CREF,, running amok with- "the
exclUsion allowance and creating tax problems for
the individual to allow thein to. live on a reason7

"..17 able retirement income, you determine how, long.f;it
will *take ;for:: that TIAA/CREF tc; accumulate -to the .
level that you rFant . to. pay him and then in the
interim you pahim some 'sort: ,of bridge. r*

baVe; one question that ,ereally °doles to
Dr. Hansen 'land to anyone else who might know: I:
am really worried- about the fact that .'none. of
has been looking very hard ahead. at the problem,,of
pbssibly having total --uncapping. I'm 'wondering if
anyone knows if there's anyone responsible ..for
doing a study or thinking about -doing a study
abOut the subject?
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'With` uneapping, 'We.'woUld: then be .."

faced 'with: a situation' as '7,-now exists. in some
states with the no- mandatory retirement' age .

alloWed. We -would- then have people with contracts
,:without an end date, known as :f tenure, and no
possibility of having a mandatory retirenient"l'age:
at

"."-- LH: The difficulty' with trying td-- answer the
question is that, there. are- almost no institutions-
that do not have some ,ultimate mandatory retire-7,
went age. This makes it diffiCult .7tO ,check -the
experience of schools with no cap. For this
'reason, there' is no way too project what might
happen- at institutions, after they." are uncaked.
This is something that we will try to address in
our report, but I don't believe -we, can do it very
effectively. Perliaps we can only write a
of sentences on the matter. Yets--this is-a ,very
'important 4question that we' should be ..trying to
:f5gure out how to analyze. the ca.Oiii. taken
off, all of you, are going to have -to wO4Tk. a lot
harder; -I'm afraid, ins doing ', whatever you' re
trying tO"do to encourage early retirement or ..tO
deal with people who plan to continue but who
should be-retiring.

Q: It might be of some use- to.. look at the
expernce of the federal.-government,-where there

. has beeh no mandatory retirement age f 9r- severalr. . _years.

RS?: Historitally; we. got,. the mandatory
retirement age' in tb-e.:1920' k because the federal
'agencies felt that -if they didn't put one on, they..couldn't ever get anybody ,

tH: Yes, but the extent to which you : 'can'
generalize from the federal experience is unc,iear.
And pits.'experienCe is not long enough. Yet we are
going to have to consider it as best we can
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ison can -only, be: ;carried ....so-7f,ar, 'because 'the-.
fedetal. pen'ion system is, indexed. -2\-

A': :(fib-m audience) Well, the uncapping Comper-

LH: Except that most public institutions h4ve
defined benefit, proiraliis which re. ..'the highest
three years''ittUltiplied by the _years.of Service
time- X, ,and so in that '`sense we might have coun--
-terparts to the federal system, but without,: the-.
indexing.
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Retirement and Inflation
'.The Problem, Qualifications, and
Some Modest. Proposals for Change

John H. Biggs
,.

;4'

Mr. Biggs, a graduate of Harvard;'. is now a Vice'
Chancello' at Washington University.. 1Pricri-7to his
university career, he served for many years as an
actuary. and then as a :Senior Manager- with the
General American Life Insurance. Company of St.
Louis. -R.

Thank you. I suppose all of you have noticed
by 'now that we're having this meeting at the corner
of ,Benefit and Benevolent. Streets, which is a great
place for -" .t his kind of meeting: You ' re also
_getting a heavy dosage of actuaries at this
-meeting, porbably heavier than you have ever had
iiniyour previous career or ever -will -want to have
-again Bob Link, whouwikk be co s-amenting on this:.
sessiod, is an actuary. t' am an aetuary, and. Russ
Sopthworth, who spoke- yesterday, is another. One
og the things actuaries like to ,.:do is: tell jokes
about actuaries and; ,we don't get ..thance to .do it
',of ten because most actuarial audiences have heard ,_

all of them. Hence this is an opportunity that we
can't miss. I .have two short ones, which will
help define for you what we area The first
definition is, simply that an actuary is .4.a perqon g

2-

who wanted -'to become an accountant but didn't have
the persoffality fbr it The second was .found in a
very scientific way. Somebody decided to do a

. study of what people thought actuaries were,. ..so
they put people out da street corners 'asking
passers-by what they thought an actuary was. And
one solemn citizen said, "Well, it must be a place
where you bury dead -actors.," Having impose& on

I
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you with those helpful definitions, let me move to
our cheerful subject of inflation and retirement.

Most. Americans today believe there, is a high
Probability of double-digit inflation for the
almost indefinite future. This is reflected most
clearly in the financial markets where long-term
bonds ntt_ longer can be sold 'without a roughly 10%

nfla-tion the past, most Amekican
finadslal people .have been.unwilling to use such a
doomsdly prospect in -doing financial 'planning for .
themselves, or for their institutions. The evidence
accumulates, however, that a double digitykreettion
rate is with us and that we need to at least think
through the implications of, such an experience.
Accordingly, I plan to present the implications of
an indefinitely continuing 10% inflation rate--
that .is.. "the probleM, then some mit igat

-

.stances; and finally several proposals, to defend
against the effects of such an inflation. What
would a 10% permanent'-rate of inflation mean to :a
faculty. memker in his mid-Sikties contemplating
the possibility of retirement? What actions .can
be taken by those of us responsible for, the
retirement systems of higher education? These -two
piestions are another way of writing the abstract
for this paper.

The Problem

iFor the purpOse of illustration; let ud
consider a 65 year-old prOfeieor ei,in.iiig_ t....35;9oo a
year with a current. TIAA-CREF accumulatiOn of
$100;000. From my review of the C terials
and the detail of our own".-:faculty .situatio this
is a. fairly typical result in. 1980 Ior a career
Arts and Sciences -p rofessor. ... We will also, assume
his -university had the -good sense ..t4 :stay in the
Social ...Security system and he did- tiot: 'op- 'out

. persOnally:. As the subsequent analysis-villa. shOw,
the difficulty of the questione we halie- as,ked
focuses on approximately this salary level *H. with



somewhat easier ,solutions --for lower or higher
salaried individuals.

Under .k present TIAA-CREF ,procedures, this
professor (aasumed male but -soon to be unisexed)
could begin drawing irl.19§0 Income-,of $12,300-
from TIAA or $8,200' froi" 'CREF. Intermediate
figures can easily be interpolated for various
fractional allocations betwETT.A.CIE/. 1

have assumed a "straight life annuity--
there is no continuation to-.a spouse Or.beriteficiary
after death. In actual'fact, many faculty elect a
joint annuity, providing benefits for as long as
either the faculty member or spouse survives
which makes the period of' concern after retirement

.-significantly longer. Also, I want to come back
to rife difference in the initial payments' between
TIAA and CREF. Nk 0

Now efor the bleak picturx. At 10% inflation,
this income steadily and rapidly declines in real
value as follows:.

.

g4of Purchasing Income % of
!2`4ro:- Power-Rela- in 1980 Retirees

Year --lessor tive to 1980 Dollars Surviving
1980 T ,65 100% b727300 100%
1985 70 62 7,600 91

1990 75 39 4,700 79

1995 80- 24 2,900 63
''.2000 85 .,--- 15 1,800 43
2005 90 9 1,100 24
-2010 95 6

.,,)

700 8

Accordingly, if our professor,. opts fork a
fixed income'under TIAA, his real income will be
,seriously reduced in,just five years, cut to 39%

ik .

in ten years,land virtually eliminated in twenty.,
Since a signlatant percentage live to age 85, it

_ seems, that our entire private pensioi sys4tem is.

seriously flawed. T.Our sacrifices-in income prior
to retirement in order to provide .a future

. -



retirement income end up producing a sort of
declining transition income from retirement until
Men to fifteen years later when all the retiree
has is Social Security income.

- The problem.. is not v one for just -a few
Unusual people who happen to live to a ripe old
age. Using the. mortality table underlying current

----TIAA-CREF--7reti-rement-.-conVersfons, the following
percentages- SUrvive to the -ages shown:

Percent
Males

Age Surviving
65 100%
79 -91

75 79
80 : 63
85 43.

90 24
95 8

Percent
Females

Si rvivi-ng

100%
95
89

, .78

'39

17.

Percent Where.
Either or Both

survive
100%
,z99

98

92
78

53
24'

t
Since most. TIAA annuities are joint i

annuities involving a faculty member and spouse,
the third column is the most important one- In
only 8% of the families have both died.before age
80 when, under 10% inflation, the TIAA benefit has

...peen knocked down by: 75% in real purchasing
power. Note the surprising result that one in
four families will still be relyin on TIAA-CREP
income. at age 95. thirty years of er retirement.

Thinking about this simple illustration
may give all of us pause; fundamental questiohs
are raised: why try to save anything at all? and
if other Americans think the same way, where will
needed .capita - for business and housing come from?
This` line -,..""of : reasoning supports_ the following
insirlious syllogism: (1). government will continue
to cause-inflation, (2) Social Security is indexed
but private employers cannot' afford indexing; (3)
the government must prevent even implicit "fraue



' and over- promisin -by employers; (4);accordingly,
private pensions must be outlawed; and (5) all
pensions must be provided by Social Securitx.,....-
This argument has been forcefully presented byc::-

- several. eepnomists to the current President's
Commission . `on_~ Pensions. But we should' not wander
from the prectical things we and our institutions'
can do.

Qualifications:;

What lightens this doomsday picture?

Indexed Social Security. Benefits.

The mosc.:important mitigating, fact ig-that
our professorJwill _also, be entitled to annual
Social Security -benefits of $7,800 in 1980 (plus
an additional $3,900 if his wife is 65 yeari -
old). Under the current st ute,-, these benefits
are indexed and rider cont1uin,g 10% inflation,
would rise by 10% a year.. Consequently, our
professor's revised- nominal and real' incomes would
be:

1980. Percent
Income Dollars of

Social in Total or Real Initial
Yeati. TIAA Security -Dollars Income Amount.

1980 t1/412,300 $ 7,800 $20,100$20,100, 1004
1985 12,300 12,600 24,900.x.. 15,500 77%
1990 12,300 20,200 ', 32,500 12,500. 62%
1995: '12,300 32,600- 44,900 10,700 53%
2000 12,300 52,500 64,800 9,700. 48%
2005 12,300, 84,500 96,800 8,900 44%
2010 12,300 136,100 148,400 8,500 42%

We should also remember that under current law,
Social Security benefits are not taxed so that the
after-tax real income of our professor win_ be
reduced somewhat less,than the table shows.
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1. :Also, if the professor has a spous6;:.,there ate

additional Social Security.,bbnefits- while she

lives.

2.

2.

'r One 'of the most significant financial

innovations -- in the insurance; banking,::=or

investment-Industries iu lice last thirty-years
was the 'variable annuity; and TIAA-CREF Can be.
,proud to have been the pioneer in the early 1950's
development. Private life insurers did not begin
offering 'such annuities until the late:_1960's. I

wai.personally: .invOlVed:in-the pioduct. design /dr
--7 one company at that time, and, like all other

actuaries -; my first step was to read theclassic
1954 paper by Robert Duncan, who 'at., that time was
the TIAA actuary, and who .workecrthroughthe-theory
of equity based annuities and the practical .insti-
tutional'application of-tEat theory.

Yet, we all know the disillusionment of the
last decade withcommon stocks as a hedge aains.t-
inflation.. But our pr6jection here is.- for a

profess.or.,not over just ten years, but-over twenty
trd thirty. Even with the.; declines of tt071970`s,
stocks have produced better redl returns over.
twenty and thirty years and do have agq,od chance
of substantially off-setting inflaiion. If stocks
did give a real return of 4 %' over. the prdfessor's
_lifetime or approximately 14% nominal return if
in(lation is 10% -- and'there are some good reasons
to'believe they will -- then the CREF income would
rise 10% a,year and our professor would come out'
even against inflation (except for income taxes).
In fact, a 90-year old today who retired in. 1955
at age 65, would have done extraordinarily well
under CREF in spite of _past inflation.

I should 'explain briefly my exception on

federfil income taxes. My projections in this

paper abstract from any possible changes in the
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;income tax structure Including l'ossible f utiire

s` axation of Social Security and possible indexing
of tax brackets. I'll point opt at each time the
rough' implication's of taxes- but projection--Of what
Congres's might do is even -more- chancy than projec-

ting- inflation rates.- "..-: -

In any. event, a retiree today with half
income from_CREF and- half from T_ IAA need not =look

at Table I's bleak "certainty ". He has a realis-
tic'.-probability of preserving much of his income.
Unfortunately the word "probability" must be used
and retirees are in _the 'weakest 'position to take

chance. - ' _

c:'
Other Assets-

It seems fair to. assume that- most 65' year-old
professors will own their own homes and will be
close to the end _- of their mortgage' schedules.
Accordingly, for a major item in his budget he is
relatively protected from.,-,inflation -- at least as

to the capital costs of he house. Utilities and
maintenance will run up with inflation. If at a
latqr age an apartinent is preferred or, in the
case of bad health, a nursing home, the appreciar.
tion aue to inflation of the house will provide-- a,r
significant capital source.

For those with higher incomes than our example,
there may well be still other assets -- a summer.
home, an investment portfolio, and probably some
life insurance cash values. Thos with lower

incomes will have a larger proportion of their

income provided by Social Security.

Of course there are counter ex amples -- there
are 65 year-old faculty who are still donfronted
with costs of aging parents and some with college
tuition bills for their children.



,

7A0ottermajor item in the'family'i budget
virtu4llyyinflatiOh4OrOof. to those over-: §5

healft-cdre. AvcdYtent pricesit would cast more
' than $2,000. a year for an. individual to -buy the

health7benefittf'provided by Metticare.---And; of
course, as prices rise,Cflie Social' Security system
automatically improves the value of these benefits

except for the small supplementary premium and
.the-hospital deductible.

5.- CPI Overstatement

Our barometer for inflation has recently come
under a lot of_deserved criticism. Clearly it. is
not a good measure for cost of retired profeSsOrs'
living standards. Although it may not include
enough for books, Wine,.and travel, it includes
way too much for, housing, probabiy,for automobiles:
and gasoline. :After -retirement,- commuting costs
'are reduced and, hopefully,-.there 'is- less need for'
station wagons to provide children with- taxi
service. Quality changes are badly handled in ,the
CPI and. the 'measured market 'basket does not-
include the benefit of government regulation.

The overstatement should not be "overstated:
but it is probably "worth_ 2% to 3% out of :the
recent 1970's rates of increase.

:given the :above qualifications, the situation.-
facing retirees qUffe so- b1eA, and.there--
are ,Strategies,.and options (particularly. 'CREF)
thatmay help,a good deal. We are-T:still.left

'a naging. uneasiness: that univers'i'ties as-employers
:_have -further . obligations.. And .suxpTIAA:
?officers are acutely'. uncomfortable when they
-consider the implications: of scenario-. 'fcir

What Can or Should ge-Do?

off, a point about finanain
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Security costs should be made, The rapidly rising=..:

income. benefits and:A4edicare costs for .Fetirees .

from universities will be paid for by someone
that someone turns out to be universities
themselves. Next.'Year we.have a healthy 24% tax
increase for-anyone earning:over. 30,000.- In large
part that'will' be- used to pay for the 14% increase
'in benefit; to retirees thaf'was awarded this last
July 1st. Similar increases will be imposed in
thefuture -----,hapefullynot at the 21% ,1e4e1 --
and, of .course, universities.-as employers will
Save to-pay half the cost and employees the other
half. In short, when-,our professor -retires our
government has already mandated that we will pay
for hiOndexed Social-ISecurity benefits.

- .._

-.--. Can TIAA type pensions be indexed or.Aefined
benefit private; pensions be indexed? The critics
of private fixed annuities say- they cannot and. .

therefore seek government solutions. Letus not-

too hastily reject' this ideal of indexing -- in
fact, the key. -proposal T _want- to make in a few
minutes is that there ;is a form of "capital' markets- -,.

indexing' or "modified 'indexi'ng" that. is -clearly
feasible.

Let me. set -out the argument thai, at first
"blush, seems to condemn the 'idea of indexing
private fixed annuities: Another way of looking

_
at ,our example of the typieR1 lipm Arts and.

Sciences professor is that we want to provide an
initial income at age 65 of "$12,300 and the cost

do so is $100,000. What additional cost would
it take to ,buy him an- increasing income that
starts at $12,300 and goes= up .10% a: year there-
after. U ing the preSent TIAA prices -- reflected
in their mortality,.interest and expense assump-
tions ---'- the extra cost Is $134,000 for a total of
$234,000. One can quickly trace out the implica-
tions for universities in such an addition to
costs. 'In fact, the result is .really not a way to
index real income because of the terrific increase



in federal income taxes that would eventualli''..

evolve. .

.put 'we shouldn't stop. here. The price for
112,300 in retirement income has dropped dramat1.-..
cally in the last two decades. Interest rates;-"-

used by insurance, companies to calculate single.
`premitmi annuities have- gone from 5% in 1960 to 12%
or 13% todayv',-Although people live longer, thii

6 Lange in iiitiferest rates dwarfsthat--effect
Surely-'in defined benefit pensions some of that
savings might be used to provide a form of index-Ing,

perhaps not ..CPI indexing:-but at least -ttroviding
for current retirees the same:real costs that were
spent on ,past -retirees. This is complex and not

;P:reCisely' reletiant to TIM., since TIAA is a money
c'hase plan. I come shortly to _ray proposal for.
it might be indexed.

'
nsura 6 companies; employers, and economists
.a giving ',much' more thought to indexing
'ion, benefits. The proposals .I've seen all

Ai.to14fairly radiCal new financial instruments
seem to me remote from practical.

7' -zpiitic-at ions . For instance, if the government
:provided° indexed° bonds offering a return of,
say 3%, that grew each year with the CPI -- such a..
bond - might secure an indexed annuity commitment ..
However enormously difficult implications flow
from such an . approach. Another approach,. Outlined
recently in p4Per by an economist associated
with the. NBER, would - offer an indexed annuity
secured. short ....term investments hedged with
holdings in commodity futures. -The flow rate of
return ould only be 0% -- which makes. for a
pretty low nnuity it inflation dbes abate. Again,
the ,institutional arrangements are pretty diff
cult.- These examiles are to .suggest that..

imaginative financial -innovatiOns-may' be coming
N .

Another idea sometimes mentioned is -providing
insurance -living too long-. I interpret



-this to mean that if our profeSsOr _lives to say,
age 80, there might then begin an. coke_ to
compensate for hp. inflation losses Apart from
the obvious s problrs; of -..-discOntlniiity in such an
arrangement,' the` ;costs- are not inconsiderable,

-r..although a lot less than full indexingi.,)K 10% per
year rise in income for ',fifteen '-years .-

roughly a quadrupling of income. If -we- allbc.?qo' r
mortality probabilities and for a yield 'On
investments of 10%,-...*we would -need t31,500. at age
6-5 a-sasingrepayment to provide a deferred-

--annuity for our professor of three times- his-
beginning annual income. -Nothing would be paid if-
he died, before age 80.

It would. be 'difficult as a. 'practical mattir
for a private insurance company ,to offei-,such
contract, without some death benefit, payable
between 65 and 80. Results for cither perioas are
not too different:_

.

Projection Increase Required. Cost at
Years- .: .if 10% Inflation ' Age "66

10
15
20

Again,
income tax

159% $38,000r
318% 31,500_
573% 19-,700

_I bring -Super the -progressive
Structure as a caveat.

--Some- Ideas to. Explore-

federai.
.

The -first idea that seems to me' imOortant is -

to help- faculty cope with real and. imagined fears
of inflation in making their decisron as to actual
date of retirement, It will be unfortunate kor.
the quality of our faculties, and the quality of
life for the senior faculty members themselves,- if
our retirement arrangements Ariduce facultir to Stay

on longer .than they want. Suiely, the ..acuity
member eager ' to'. retire for whatever reason
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-but-induced to star on, :even to as late as age- 70-,

;;by his or her fear .of is not likely td:
be:a great. teacher noror ,a, productive researcher in

1 those, reluctant continuing What we `must do

s' neutralize the retirement decision 'so that th--e
...inflation fear does not 7dominate."-

-This' was -pethaps the primary objectiVe:behind
the design of the Washington Universityltrifige.

_____beefit.'1=_Since it is- f bedy "tin the

: COFETE--materials,. I will not go- into its dAail
here: Fundamentally our plan ixivO ves a defined
beAf it at :age 65 with inflation- rotection until
the ,mandatOry .age -70.

. A second reform- I would like to see made Is in
the TIAA annuity program and this 4s ;perhaps the
central' idea of this paper.. It seems tome .tha
the rising interest r:a*.tesof -' the 19704 s

.

'e increasing, inflation, have altered Signifi
rcantiy the deSfrable _design for the TLAA "fixe

,,. -annuity - This is a bit' complicated; so, please

bear with me. -

In .determining the annual income from an
annuity, an interest fate 'must. be assumed

called the -AssUmed: -Interest' Rate- Or: ;

AIR:. Currently, TSAA
its Portfolio *15f-.: iriveitrents-Sand'aes'''..b:;;;;;;,-.
rate of 9.5% to begin annuities
"this is not guaranteed and': could -bt

reducediff:which is unlikely if inflation
cOnt-inu'eS' at I0%,.' since interest :rates
will undoubtedly rise still higherY. The
AIR used:for ',CREF is only 4%. I'll come

back to this.

2. The annuity ,income can be thought of as
two partsf. pait an interest or investment
income return and part a return of origi-
nal capital. (the latter distinguishes the
annuity.; from a simple investment), hence
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:., tte. higher the' interest rate,, the hrigher
..-- .....

.1, the income. The return-, of .;:capital., ,-reflects the . mortality. ek#ertence. ..expected for the group of 'lives. 41:4: .

TIAA is basically.-a. fixed annuity -- the
income :you. start with 'will. be, -fixed 'Over
your -lifetime (the small :. exception. i$ -.
thai if TIAA does Tinch:;.better/ihan assumed'
on your, money, you get-.the results through r
a dividend supplement). ` CREF, on the

-Other hand: is a variable annuity; It is .---.variable
fully. -expected that dRET., annual payments_

..- will vary substan lly and4will do so in
accordance with . results of the
underAying .port 6. .of CREF' equity
securrties. The AIR for- CREF 'is 4%. * If

. the .stocks do well and earn ,20Z 'in- 'a
. .

year, the income goes up roughly 16%... Ifit . ,.---badly,. say the return is -10%., then the
income drops 1

'Given that brief. scus$ion, 1-c.tim.'":O my
proposal. TIAA shOuld .alsd.be a vaiiiihilk*iiiiultr.
assuming 4%. as the AIR as dOes cREF.,. What would

? First off the initial income to the
ret5.ree..-nld be lower and would be .equal precisely.,
to that for ,CREF. As the fixed asset porefOliq of
TIAA earns more than 4%, the,Iricome each year would
rise. If, for instance, in 7980 the funds for
professor earned -10%, his income the next year
would rise approximately 6%. "If .infIation does.
continue long at 10%, interest rates on: taxable
bonds will surely rise to 15% and proliablY.
At 15%; our professor's income would rise by;-ll% .a
year (TIAA has, of course, a lag 1,n its port`' 1
rq'turnsas.interest rates change but -over a

twenty year period; this Would work out) :

, There is a clear economic theory underlying
n. Nominal interest rates on bonds,. say,

13% .ay, are seen- .by. economists in two parts:
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one is .a real interest: :rate of protably ,3% or 4%
:-. at most, and the balance is an inflation premium.

All of. us resporisible for, college-,stidowmenttknow
this and. have'' Changed our spending policies to

p'` -plow-back at-least7-part of-.-the--inf la t ion-premium.
-- The TIAA annuity design in,,the:il95.0's was simple ,.

k-and sensible. TIAA used about. 1;t.t.,2%. and CREFts'.rate
was 4%. Tnflation .ana coaSeqUent

ship
interest'

rates have fouled up thy' relati ship. Both then
:Agere annuities in real income; C remains so but .

TIAA is now mostly omtial and se ioUS/Y misleading
.iliusions follow from that: -= a brm.rof irratio-
naliity that economists call "money illusion.

a
. .,a

The idea of making TIAA a 'variable" annuity ;,..

'based -on 4% interest is not an impractical 1.4a. ii,..

'ale rarrabie annuity principle. for, fixed asset,
portfolios was adopted by the life.- insurance -.
company I. worked fbr; they did so in 1969. . We

referred, to it as a "monotonic annuity," since we ,.. :.",..Slt

guaranteed the AIR the annualotinctme could only.
go :. up. And we used a' 3 1/2% 1:.as .'AIR. The whole , _. -w,rationale and-technical detail are described ,fully
in my "paper published in the 1969 Transactions of-
-the Society of Actuaries, which fias been required_ -4 ,:it .4 , .
reading for stude is .-taking the actuarial egamse : :,-'

esincetthaii.- im . tm sure some young actuaries -,at"`:`r
%it:TIAA had to ploWli.hroughot14 whole .paper. ;NL I

. ,s.
,i

What would such- an annuity. optiOn 47. for our .,

professor- retiring ink 1910?, I'lie: set Oliit below a
plausible scenario based on continhing 10%

inflation rates: .40,:;at-
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(1) (4)

Projected ., .', Real Income
T IM TOtel TIAA '-.i.!-.- *"6. a PerCen-'
Total Dollar Rear -4)E-7`:"4:-. tnge. of

Age -Earnings : Income :Income V:-...'i.. 1 Amount
.. - -.

65 ',0% --1-.::
. ,,

$8,200 $8i200. leo%
66 11%--;;' ' 8,700 l',900..... .:96Z
67 ..-,...-'--1-2% 9,300 "7700. -"94Z.
68 ,--<;---- 13% 10,000 , .3::500-' 91%

,

;69 10,800
--=.----' 70 11;900

14%
'15%

15%.
80 '15%
as
90
95 15%

ti - 75. 19,600i-i
32,400
53,600
88,700

146,600

1 7,400 ".

74400
7,600
7,700
8,000
8,200 -

8,400

90%
"90%

93%
94%-

, 98%
100%
102%

Column 2 is 4q rived by starting with a payout
of t,8,200 At- age' 65 using ' an -AIR of 4%. (Note
that. the CREF, initial, amount.) The
values.in later years are found by multiplying the
previous year valim by n factor where the factor

-"is plus column- -(1) (in' dedimal form) diVided
2.04. 4

- - There are a number of _advantages in the above
results:

(1) Obviously the TIAA annuity incom% becomes-
,responsive to inflation. The retiree
dons& t ."blow7 the inflation premium each
year but adds it back .to his prineipal:
And if inflation .abes and interest
rates fall, the annu adjusts automa-
tically to the new. circumstances.,

There I's no perverse.incentive to get Out
of CREF into TIAA --- is- there is.. now --
ini=or,der to get more immeefate intome per
$17,11,515--;bf retirement fund. CREF and TIAA

.65 ;.4.
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then operate on exactly the same paaci-
pies. This problem needs emphasM, thee.

current policy of TIAA -CREF is- to permit
fairly easy transfer from CREF to,cJIAA.
It doesn't work the opposite w In
fact L e-mostdismaying bet of claii5-7-I'
seen is the steadil* declining use in the
1970's by our professors of .C4F.

(3) The results dovetai
faCulty member's ma exPetiencep
Those who live to 95,;i; ye a steadily
rising income. the plan is
disadvantageous to i'oSe.,-;;;yho, die:, soon
after retirement . If want --in insur-
ance -plan against:Jiving "too this
is it, funded imply out of the
already accumuriked by the TIAA -sygt

With the

(4) Another significant adVantage,
the faculty member starts Out--.7:sat
$12,300, he 6.patax":- on the who '_
Ad if he them;:_ Saves some for slater..

needs, he'll Have to s., Pay. ,tak ckp the,
interesr-; earnings from his s.,r.lttvestinefit
Under the proposed , the. rtion
Plowed back :is not taxed and its ings*-
escape., tax until _they ow a.s
much later. (The a umen SRC-

_ annuities are precisely arguments.,)
7

)_ To -avoid confusion, some nanie other than
"variable annuity" is needed for this ,
annuity. As I~ -see-its --design, it should_

**monotonic** or' a **ratchet annuity "_ --
income is only variable upwards.

Without imposing,: a lecture. on asset
- -": valuatipn -,-2x:40..ttiqes of 'life' insurance.

Ii 1 ecompa , mt4 simply gay_ that -TTAAVt T
.1,

uses W. pr Cost values for its fixed ------
assets and does not' revalue them

.?continuously to market, as -does CREF.

6r. --
_.. -

2 i ,



Ac dingly in .:the current !"Cliinate:7at
least, it would seem that TIM could.
guarantee. the 'AIR 'of '4%. The .,mechanics
of the annuity then assure 'that the
annuity woul.c....,Only go up as 'TIAA' s

--Taverage-rate- oearni-ngs7ext-eed-s--4Z.

(6) Another serious problem. with :the, present
.

TIAA, annuity is the.4.-tilusion of wealth.
created . by sending out the blue ',-and
Yellow - projection forms each : year.
Current high fixed. Income earnings are--

used`: to ..pro ject ----reV.rerilent incomes. . and _-

our faculties lo o.k; at proj eeted- incomes
at times : _higher thanpresent. earnings:
The "result', is reduCed: interest- in addi-
t-icinal -. s4V-i-ngs.;:--;apcl;;-.-x-Oy.9,A,,:: pressure: to' ----oillocate. more OfT:0it.':-Sa1:10110.and : benefits .-

budgets'--to.4.1.gki:4ridi:CREI". The --16.&iii
that they and=-40-itta:liaflxcily.iid ,:b money
illusions.illusions. Using ,. '.'4,Fr-47664,1..,, :-.7-74,7.---40,=-.'::_,.
ties and 4% to .4,04246'p.?..!... 4. ii. a,;f,ox,.--s--:.::
realistic VaXuati dell --.Off: --iai-t.yz,
people will,be aft 4 = --'.c:....j.nV

.:7 . .....e. * -.,

''JV--. V--'te. (7) Other #. difficult:
v

, ..
----..:4

considerations exist: 0
give peoplptions on the- A .

TiA
at General American did so but :I think
for TIM that would not' be advisable. A
complicat: form of mortality

-anti-sele on would arise and -tile option
would be cQnfusing.

.._mum
Let me rephrase my proposal. in terms of capital

preservation. At current.. inflation induced
interest rates, our, retirees eat into their.
capital both through the mortality principle but
even more so due to spending the inflation
premium. If TIAA used 4% interest: this problem
would be substantially overcome.
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ily.;:.1et me come to the,ob,'
tion. COuld our professor retire ,on on .,200_
instead of $12,300? Counting Social SecuritY,' his
initial income is reduced, from $20,100 to, $16,000
(exclusive"- of spouses' Social Security:-

benetitS. of ,_significant inflation protection are
alSo Anhstantia.I.. My preference, if I were -'the

1:47 .-tcyr,..the,-.7.-46:,.13`00-_ and
nisi income However wand perhaps ti s is most

we, as university benefits TI1 "-
annuity IdesignerS,':-.'haVe partially failed in oqr
job. More money needs go to TIAA so that the

: job gets ,done. =z.

Q. What is the current rate used by TIAA for
,:sta fixed annuities ..'and wiiat is it likely to.

be in the near future?

'A. Presently 1/2%. I Understand
TIAA I.1.1kely.'to change to a higher;rate
in 1981 (The subsequent announcemetk is -
that the new rate is 11%). Thos"who
retired prior to 1981 will have.1°, an

. increase in their annuities, refleaUtit
ttidir age, annuity option, Ana..:
The increase, is not comparable', hqwever,
to- the kinds of inoreasgr a' "ratchet
anTaityr would experience. .'

What will happen to
results if inflatiOn contin

TIAA .pAys. to all annnikants.7.1r
rate earned on its total ,portfolio' ofT. ..

investments. . Today's 1 3 % t ' ` 1 4 % rates on
new funds get averaged in with ,the: dower
rates on investments -: made in past years.
Obviously .-,If inflation continues ail&
rates stay` at. 13% to "14%, or :_more likely
rise.to 15% to 16%, TIAA's average will

investment
s at 10%?

the average

/4
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: gradually wise mow. twits .,:be.
.at,::-Et.W7filgher 'rates. oitt.:":,ewer . rate , investments gradually

. . -
..4i2r7.---.-7,-Inature and can be. invested at the higher

rates..
.

is there a case fo:r .TIAA, t-oli:ioneer-- as
t did in variable anntiftiei''1-= with .a

J.:---retired person's price index?

A. I think the gOizernment already his such a
project underway since the. CPI has been
under so much attack.. Preparing an
appropriate index is an enormous and
costly project; involving-l; nationalstatistical sampling and difficulttheoretical 'issues: The cost of
designing an -.index must rUn to 'the
several million &liars at least. I
doubt whether one institution the
private sector should undertake -Such a
project.

A urthe e point is that all. such indexes
are at .best very' trude':.zieaSures Many
theoretical economists have shltiwn that
such measures, are seriously flawed at the
theoretical. level. The problem is then
compounded by the practidal computational
difficulties: I just don't put a lot of
priority on refining: ;,ilie0 measures:
Inflation is certainly real and one of
is worst manifestations is that it

.effects the welfare of different classes
land individuals with*Ese--.ClasSes in
very different and, la eAufa.ble' ways.
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The TIAA/CREF Perspective
The Unisex Issue

Thomas C. Edwards

d-
,

Mr. Edwards; a Phi Beta Ka Ppa- graduate of : the i
University. of North Carolina,: has a- dIstinguishe

career in the insurance_ industry He has been
associated with TIAkfor thirtyears, served as' --
President for twelve .years and is now the Chairman.' ,

I'm-very pleased to be here.. This is the first
time. I've ever been invited og a- -COFg4. meeting, and

I think it's terrific. I -we-S-i4Ongtili' somebody at

breakfast that when you 4:1-.4'ktglincr: the halls at
this meeting and her everybody. : here, tilking about
a subject that we eat, drink,-421345i14ep 24 houri a

day back hate, "itis really a rewarding experiencefl.
to know 4hat. you indeedt..,;.are and . knoW so much

about this subject. I hope we can' remain a part .

of everything ysy do here. I think what's happen-
Ing,rwith the Age Discritination in Employment Act, .

-land everything else these days, including double-

; dig inflation, hai:Aremendous 'implications not
*'4'

4k
only .fort higher :education but for all of the

private sector. Just one comment to John Biggs.
We don't stop worrying about annuitants. at 95 or
90. I sign a whole stack of congratulatory
letters once a month to our 90-year7olds nand the .

95-year=olds. One of my preecessors -a ndtber of
years ago said, "If were going to to e, we ought

s- to lose gracefully. And it's u sing and
gratifying to -see flow, many there .are at those ages.

It's my.. job' to introduce the TIAA-CREF

people. Thi's John McCormack and that's Don

Willard and thatLs it - John is gOi-ng to talk'

about the ADEA implications for retirement. plans,
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bit e&re ,than- you heard-yesterday, ate'
-

some of the' fleXibtlities available within the
TIAACREF system that help.- early retirement
programs. You may not know. about all of them.
Do/1_1.s going to talk about some of the pre -
retirement planning-developments
part of any eddy, rettremeent--aiproachTis--to-get
people thinking about the fact that, "Hey,.retire-

/

ment actually comes, and it will affect Afp if make
it to that age." I remember Allan Cartter at NYU
once telling me that a professor, aged 68, showed
up in his office with, this little Islip of paper,
and - said: :What is this retirement business? I

'-didn't know I was going .to have to retire." And
that .sort of things is still with us, as many of
you maY".know. Don is also to talk about
methods .of coping with inflation, and just so that
you will-listen to -me and John before we get to
Don Willard, I ought to mention that we are already
way past the conceptual acceptance,._ pOke-'4fof .a

program very muc} like'the_one john _preseni*,
We're into the systefgand proceduralDiork_ or an
increasing, annuity. '1/4..11"don't think a
"ratchet annuity" but-that's still a possibility.
We hadn't thought of that one. Don will tell you
about the details of that and how it's"done.

Now, I'm probably going to tell you a little
more than you want to know about the unisex'
question and where_we stand on that, because that's
running through 'everything we do these days and
has implications for you. We'oFe you an up-to-date
report on it. You, would have had a letter on it
two weeks ago except for the position recently
taken by the EEOC. is whole merged-gender.'
situation is not a si issue, as those of you
who have, gotten into-: t know. It's full of
complexities and emotidts,, especialV the latter.
The blood, pressure of -both men and women gets
raised about equally durfneany discussion .of the

-subject, not only because it involves peoples'.
retirement savings; it also involves basic
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questions of equity and fairness. And it involV4
a major-- change in the -conventional use of risk
classif 'cation and laws of probability,. . which have-

always been Used in pricing 'insurances, pricing

.
annuities,; and in determining lifetime ...benefit

6.

unts_based_On_life_expectandies-
A.

.

I'm going to skip the background. It's been...i.:

eight long years with nine court . -caaes and
.

continuing conflicts among federal regulators as
to -what's _fair._ and .what.'s, equal in this business:
of providing: lifetime incomes. _ BaSically 'today
the thrust of the regulators, the thrust of the
courts, and now Congress is that in the future the
civil rights of the individual as one person have .

got to prevail over insuring principles -that
classify people by, age and sex into groups for
risk 'sharing _purposes- Age groupings are still
okay; . sex groupings are out, at .least f or/ ins4rance
and annuities: At the feder-al level the actions
being taken are all under. Title VII of the Civil'
Rights Act and the Equal Pay, Act- At the state
level the actions are under the varioushuman
rights livs ?. irt_ the. "states. And the. actions now

-being prOposed in Congress 4Iby:. the Dingell. Bill., in
the House and the Hatfield Bill in the Senate are
all-inclusive. They're -trying to fix it so that.

. all insurer's,, all governient pension plans,.t, and
everything involving lifetime payments, _whether in 3
an employment situation or not, will haye to go to-
a unisex mortality table because anything, else is
"discriminatory-7, Z learned' this week that Canada
is also moving strongly 'that ,idirection 'at the

federal level.
-

Well, about a year ago., as you all know and as
John Biggs has mentioned, our Boards moved toward
meeting- the growing concerns of a number of your
iestittitions, a number of state univeVties, the
ACE", and other education anociations. We set out
then to convince the various :4 state insurance

7- departments that in spite of their model uniform



_t, lays, which require --e
.

"-equal premiums and equal __.

1-...$)diiridegnds for individuals of the_same-clasS and
eqiial tpexctation of -Tife;- it seems clear from

,..N:the' 'courts and everything' else that the time has
corn to approve the use of 'a sex-neutral mortality
tatele for future annuity ;premiums. Well, -this
efforthas,--taken-us--a----`year, aud-Lwhete-there-were
rejections among the various states, we went
one-on-one with ;them. tie explained hour and why
the legal and _social tide is mo , and the

lir'states have all, eventually-approved merged-
gender table we proposed. We also announced a
year ago that once we.'.got these approvals we would'
adopt the merged-gender table for future annuity
premiums, so that in the future equal' premiums .

paid; by 'similarly situated men andAwomen would buy
equal periodic benefits under all of the income
options at retirement rather than just the jcLnt
life options for a husb9d and wi.fe, as at the
present time.. The annuities reserve ,the right to
change the premium rates for the fhturt, but we
have no right or intention to change our represen-
tations, as to' any ,premiums paid in the past.
Ninety days notice must g-e,given-to all partici- i, -

pants for future :premiums, and there will be no -0

effect on TIAA benefits resulting from paVt' TIAA, -.
premiums; no effect on CREF benefitsresurting
from past CREF premiums. . .

-

_

The prospective change will aPply °to -both -4--.._...__

regular and SRA contracts, primartlYHetause
tax-deferred annuity ,platis and pensions are botyl ---
considered employer -retirement plans".lat -tile

federal level, IT the EE0C,.'the IRS.and ERI§A-
There's also -beeen a recent decision in ArLviii.k:`

concerning a 403(b) tax-deferred annuity plan 'tfta''
involves employee .,money sent through salary
reduction to annuities issued by a number '4"if

.., commercial companies,. as well as by TIAA-CREF.
That decision, at the -U'. S. District Court level,
was, that the, plan is illegal because all of the'
'insurers use sex distinct tables. This is despite
k

. ,
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Well, we- could go into how much effect the
proposed change will have on the various, options:
no effect on the most .popular joint-life options,
anda-range-ofimpact f-rom 1% to-as---Y4igh-as-8%-for
one option the single life annuiiy, which has
no guarantees for any survivor; i:e., the straight
life annuity where all payments stop _when the
annuitant dies. '

No' insurance companies have yet constructed
merged-gender. tables"; but the -shock waves. are
still running through the. insurance industry. But
they too will- be affected, by this if the govern-,
mentq,._,posi-tionsis indeed the wave of the Ititure.
If they want- 'to continue to provide taar--aef erred
annuities. and annuities for pension plans, they
will. have to issue- merged-gender _annuities in the
future.

You've probabiy heard something about the
court-ordered 'settlement discussions we've gotten
into with the EEOC: This was an attempt to see if

glOhal_ setlement. -o.f.. 'comple.x issue couldn' t
be reached out of anc.6tft. -& ve been- in a
number of meetings, with the

.-

:: 7.1 issue.
The main ,remaining issue -ivity. -We've
agreed* to adopt "unisex" fot tire -premiums, if -

permitted by state insurance law, so the main
question is retroactivity; that `)is, whether
'benefits-_,xesnitihg from past preiniums are gOing,to
have- tii7lie' "equalized" and if so hOw. 7 There. was.-`,
some movement during tftse discussoioris-, but Very

g"little really. We offered to move toward them --a
littlg. -bit. ..They moved the other way. It was nor-

--a productive, settleniept discussion,. and there
,..`won't be any settletent>,. We re poles apart. But
there was some increased- understanding of each
Other's position, which we think will be helpful
in ultimately 'getting 'a decisiciri on -retroactivity



c'.

in the courts.'

,Now the EEOC's position, as we 'read
that the merged-gender mortality table should -be.
used not 1116 for fdtii.ie premiums, but to determine
total_ benefits for akipeople who retire in the .

future, which, means benefits result/4n from all
past premiums as well as from all future premiums.
You see, ,they contend that TIAA dividends, over
and above'ithe, 3% contractual guarantee; and
CREF earnings are fungible and therefore not
committed to. any individual.- They-lcontend that we
would be ?ully justified in shifting those earnings .

around. among Participants in order to "unisex"
benefits resulting from past premiums. In other
words,' all TIAA dividends over the minimum guaran-
tee and all CREF earnings should, in their. view,
bp available: as needed, for that purpose. We
also understand, that the EE0O, is.: going "to seek
some kind of back pay award for women already
retired as well es future benefit.increases for'
them.

Our position, and that 'of many of our
participants who express -them- selves in no
uncertain terms, continues to be that all benefits
that are attributable to past premiums should
continue to be determined according to the
representations that we at TIAA-CREF (like all
insurers) made..: -when the premiums were paid, and in
all the yearsa. since: that in retirement those
benefits Wolin Be paid out to men on the basis of
male' life eipectandy and to females on the basis
of female life expectancy. We donit think we have
any ,legal or moral' right, to change from those
representations. However, everyone is aware that
if ultimaeely the Supreme Court says you have to -

do it, then that will be the law. of the land'. BLit

we don't see it as the law of th0-land now, and we
think that men would be justified In suing us if we
did it, so to speak, voluntarily as to past contri-
butions.
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So we'll continue to oppose t ting
around among participants of investmen inks

on past accumulations in ordef to unisexienefies
from past service. And of-cour* we opposeluany
position that would impose financial liability on
our participating institutions. And we and the

EEOC now expect litigation- on, the retroALtivity
issue to work its way up to the Suprem Cart. We

think we and our institutions have a very strong
good faith defense on retroactivit Not only do
state insurance laws authorize sex-distinct tables;
even at the federal level there are guidelines that
still say it's okay to provide actuarially tgual
benefits for men and 'women instead of equal

.-1101%
monthly' benefits. And the Manhart decision was
very bearish toward any retroactivity where

conflicts in ,government rules have not been

resolved.
InAtb.

My last message on this subject is thatithere '-
has- been significant progress. on implementing
merged-gender bles for-future-premiums. There

will be a on this going, out to you next
week, hopefully. You'll remember that we had
planned to put this table in earlier but we held
off. If you got my July 22 letter you know why.
We deferred because at that time the EEOC said
they would press charges against all 3,400 insti-
tutions and TIAA-CREF,alleging that our proposed
use of merged-gender tables for future premiums
would be a violation of-Title VII. Since- they -

were clearly ready to bring those charges against-
all of your colleges, we held badk, and although
Awwwour discussions with them didn't end in settlement,

we made some pr6gress toward implementation of
merged-gender tables for future premiums that does
meet with EEOC approval. They haveagreed,' at our
urging, to separate - the prospective and the

retroactive issues so that we can go.ahead on .the

prdspective -basis. And,we agreed to make Some
changei- in the merged"gender amendments in. order
to-achieve EEOC approval.



The --EEOC is issuing an ".0-0rdon,siafing that
adoption of the new -table7-for,,kuture 'premiums Swlll
not be a violation of T le VII "or the Equal. Pay
Act, either _by TIAA-CREF t by any of our partia:
"pating in itutions. So-.the" way, is cleS.t.;:to go
ahead -age , but it mews another round Of:-Ikeking
state surance department approvalS, hecause the

ent form has Veen Changed.

The EEOC's Office' of
written a letter for the
stating that using this rate'.mill affOrd full protection
cipating institutions again,

General Counsel- has
surance epartments,_'_-

and I ,quote,,,_
and-tall part1,- 11

claim- rot- sex
discrimination by reason of the;:. pa- ntTor receipt li.?..
of prefaiumebr benefits under theikew ie" tble" z*" - '
So. i'fiei-iVe,PI'leared that, and We.-"mutt now seek the
n

r
ecessaiy scate_ approvals. If we get 'the we ot:__-1,

send -Out thii- amendments. - '
re,-

. ,

_

.0

But the retroactivity issue remains, and "the
legai staff of the EEOC has informed us, that. they' 0,4
can no longer, will no "longer. defer the -naoa-
wide chares'dealing with the retroactivity issue.
Although we are trying' to ,stop it, the EEOC is
apparently going ahead with this redundant-' charge,
_against all 3,400 institutions individually, and '-
against us, despite the fact that the basic Issue.

_.-7,1`s already being 'contested in .nine separate U. S.
District Courts- We don't know the specifics of
this - extreme' measure and we don't know the
procedures that are _going to be established for .
responding to it. The EEQC will probably seek tc0'
consolidate all of it into'-"one court case in the.

Southern Diatrict of New York. -141at seems. to be
what they want, and it would certainly be what'we

. Want if there is to =be' a national charge to get.
it into:'one court case instead of many. Well
keep your/ institution& informed asbout these deve-
lOpthente" as they occur. The American Council on
Education has announced to its constituency
it has hired outide counsel to offer-14ra'



-

how to respond to these charges
-

if the4;6,42:0:011t-

So, in summary, we- :expect- to be going ahead;
with the merged-gender table fOr..,,f65;pre:-...preminniS
ifs the state insurance' d.Opartments' Approve;
we going to carry the retroactivity issue -7a11

ctOnge-.-Aier;;. rules of the. game° ,psfiere',..'-,the-,-,.qe
starta..:Iliai,i'. it's cuite another thiit to' change e
'rulea of the game and Score Whet: efio game is
_over.. However,. if the .Suirenw, ,.,.CO-ifft ultimately

, .
says ao, will, do so .will ev4One

:e/se; and sril l' become -* land,
- -re t roact ively. .I e lusfe .on ..r-re.`trOactivity

iSsuel7that is, i 11 besiefit-to "People' retiring -7
in the future -.must- be on - a unisex. my
judginent would:. be that ihiS would_ not be a charge
to the.colleges. -Rather,' it would be a charge to
the men .through the method . now prOposed by the

- .EE0C;. that.. is, .through:shifting earning.k-:-.42 past
- .accumultions :among. participants in 'order--"tO

unisex retroactively.

Q. klow clicange d for future pr
affect the men?I'..

A. - The we'll be sending
Reople whd:n . _make the change - s
Tel,hole4-11.st
For -#xainplet,
jointIife opt

e differentials to ;men. -
th the mosf.

which are :chosen by
,40% itof the men, it make
&difference at all because there. .....is
a/Feady a male, and female ..in the couple,-
normally. On the .other Options:; thi-;-- -
one-life options, there- will be a
differenCe. The biggest difference is .

here/a man elects benefit only for his
life *14h,no '.benefits for :a survivor, the- -
singie -annuity, so- called. If het
builds In .a tenor twenty-year guarantee,
so that payments. are guaranteed even" if



he-,,;dOesn't :live for- :the ten or tlieSit.;34.:
years,.. the"aifferenc'e is - much':41es
,ibeause for the firit ten Or twenty years
no life Contingencies ''are involved..
Also, of --course,1 the ...proposed, change
affects ipnly future premlums, so t would
make more of a difference. -to -you because
you're young. But for people; WholCre -been

. in 'the system for a While t would: /14ke,
less .d11ference because it ,/iffeCts OnrY
those premiums aid:t.between: now and the
time they retire,:

Will this affect., tax-deferred annuity "".
plans well as .penSion otber:
insurers too? .

Yes, the whole thing. BeCause
of plan.:-.4re-.ccifiisidered.4plOYer sPOnsored
"retirement plans; whether 'they ' re -.with
TIAA

xe'°:; -thy` defendants in the :13- sent

-` the - nine court: .;:-:cases are*-4tint;Wi
ec'h a

colVeglircxt.uniVersity..
" .t.fr

,ITOW -much woad retroactivity cost?
--. g.

wd

?- A. Well; that wou,1,4,..be the cost to the men, -
and it woad 'crime/1dt on what options the-

-men eleCt. tsomeehing you can
know .ine adVance; but if you. tried to fund
it. , today, it would be ,a very big tab.
But -over any one 'man's life expectancy it
will be- 'they .0% fore him or up to as
high as..:8% depending: on which option. he

'andand how much of his income will
come: from future premiums. As yve
we :feel we have no right to go unisex for

4 ,
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:4; TTisa IcREF and Planning fo tirement

1.14
". DOnald4tWilliard

Mr. Wi.114-id, a Harvdrd Busitieis School alumnuq,
has had" -career which has included service as a_

...-

Arl-a:dent-1:c c., administrator and service
- in the ,,insiagg-nce4s industry. He ig

tktlisc--Executive Vic-e---iresident of TIAA.,

- Two, thingS-have happened today that directly
:affect me.. -First John Biggs has done a very good

e-f-,telling you what I.-was going to -tell you,
and secondly, in the interest of time, I've been- .asked to try tck truncate my remarks. This remind's
me 'of the epitaph.on Robert. Burns! 6,117estOne which
sas, "I knew if, I.hUhg around long enough s4me-
nil*: like- this would happen to me." -... 41.'"Z;"

I haze` tWe'things that I ...want' , eryabr21r out. First,I,4 as Xom',has ind* at ed ,
wamt lk about .some pyre -- titement i ins.eling, ,
orSre planning pro that are taking .

:Erl.t.cee:'.in: higher educatidn. some of a. you may J
know" back in 1977-Ve did a pretty :intensive survey

$ of retirement planning, progralis in htgher.educa-:
tion: .Tfie results were publiShed in a book -called
Retirement Preparation in Higher:11:21ucatizon.4-,;:b.y. Jim
Mulanaphy, who is one of our research
For those of you who have not seen it: --altrc)-40'
interested in O' s subject;: you might 14:34-'3-io
requgst a7co-p3r. at study showed that, out of
2210 respo.nding institutiops, 96, or about 4%, had
pre-retirement planning programs.. Noit., since that
time, in a' very short' peeriod of two of three years,
there's been a growing interest in these programs-,
As this interest has developed, our participatign,'
in them has increased substantially. The programs--
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take, a, wide range of forms, from multi-zsession
prograrals that cover a whole variety of topics, to
single programs that concentrate solely on
financial planning.. role in these programs is
in the fin- ncial. planning sessions. We partici-
pate in such sessions at a good many institutions
by sending a TIAA-CREF repiesentative. or tin).
Generally-a-rep-re-sentat-ive-froni--the -Soci-al---SeLuLl. ty
Office from that 'region also parcipates...'
Together we discuss financial planning as it
applies to TIAA-CREF and SOcial .Security. These
have .been very' interesting and I think very
worthwhile sessions.

Ato,st interesting and exciting program So:
far a*Ofts.:are concerned"- is a new pilot program '".

) that,iNtgngtituted this fall. We refeklti
our CominAinity Program. There are a great many
institutions around: the country that 721i'§V-:.'g very
small number of people On" their staffS;:.**Vare 55

;.and older that are concerned about `'retirement.
It's' not feasible' for us to arrange f inancial
planning sessions at such institutions. SOhit
we -de is schedule programs in-urban centers around

e,--spuntry: and invite, employees age' S;5 and.'over\
itpati,ions within a 50-'mile radius to come,

6:ATTId.. spend. a half day with representatives from
Generally; here' .too, a representa ve

OfrOnfithe 'Regional' Social Security -Off
attetiance.-- Indeed,: f or 'the. la.si4:t

rightSeen*I-titiipf ode Of. these-- CorpOnniti.

here. in Prividef and some rof te' aware
o them. of 6ourv4:-1:Nith the
cooperation institutions located 314.** a .
50-mile raditi*Z---,;,.' These .programs have- be -Very
well .reseiyed. Wevealsct just Completed a series-
of such programs in Rochester where we .had, in the

.c rse of three or- four . days; Some 600 people '
attend. 'Ic mayi,nterest .-Yo4c.to..lciaow 'that .we have

.30 of them already scheduled .for 1981-and we will 7:

probably be holding well o4.7ex;.:.50. by' the' time 1981
is foyer. So if you're interested in knowing where
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any off', tfiese programs . are being -held, 11. be
glad to check the schedule and` let you know.

I,'11-::.just pass by that- /subject tidw and go on
to the Ober topic that Tom mentioned wayS that
employed and employees and pension sylsterns are .
trying tp cope -with inflation. I'm going to 'hurry_-_.
along and just try to hit the high spot's; starting
i-t-hther-ployers:Ilhatareey--do--ingtocape,

with infl-anion occurring before retirement i-t-h
respect; to- pension plans? Well, th a ,
doing Sevei*I. things. One r.bXng is tiFertr
simple approach. It 's simplOg incre4e- t it

-plan`-csontrgibutions. The idea 'here is to provide a -`
cushionn if :you- will, for the person entering
retirement This Id ..6ive the "'pers-. sotre
-flexibi titles that -14cCormack :spoke sbolt.
earlier this morning,A.;: Funds that ai-e aboVt.
retired, pe'rsonr s expectations could be Yused in; a
variety --Ofcl Ways in orderer to offset the -,-.yege's of
inflation: -: It.' s not a big thing, 'but 3,4,11i-s

nee tpIng that a number of .....iii.g.titutionS-Safe,
Another apprlia h that a few-institutions hacie

adopted is. what 'cal) a combination;
is simply a TIAA -'CREF defined contribUtionn;
with contributions of 10;-- 12, or 15,% of saiary,

- coupled wit a tkoor or guaranteed_ beneTit . The
plan provides that?- the retirement benef be
the )1arge'r bener-It resulting froM the'
d_eifine ACOUtrigutions, or the betief it gua rjantee .
Not Atie benefit gtarantee is -greater than the
benefits: generated- by the defined contrilution,
then ,., the institt!tion stiPpleiptki#s for . the
difference" For' example, a .:combinaltion plan might
have a. floor benefit for a career emploYee of 50%
of final ayerage salary, including: primary Social
-Security benefits. If the contribUtions under the
plan don' t 'produce a benefit equal. te'50%, Wen
the institution -provides a supplement.

I' -should have said up front that some of these
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thingS,,t-hat talking about. may have ERISA
cations.- clEtit r want to talk concepts real)..

r don' t want to get into specifics....: There dee
some _problems have to be worked Out.- = But
hopefully, . they can be corked out in 'One form or-

-,anothe,r; We' rather approach this from
posit -ive standpoint knowing'', that there may be -

- problems to ; overcome. First let 's find out what
-an -inst-itutlon .really wants to accomplish or try -

to do- and work towards that objective -and.
.

hopefully work over, around, or under the problems
as .be-st we can as we gO along. I should add; and
-perhaps this ;IP. t necessary, - that if the _

institution: does adopt --the combination approach,
Er' tifkee.::on,an added commitment. In other words,
theirWsgiision gommitment does not stop with the
payment of that -defined contribution as it does

_Under pure or deriaed contribution plans, because
=',,the7',Ve taken On. a commitment to supplement thOse7-.....\
-benefits, if/ neces1ar9-4 in order ro bring them

!

be ,,floa,.guaran5ed.

Now, about copvig .with: inf 1
tkrement?` `The moist - popullitoway, at east -fin they

privateeseetiir,.. is. Tor employers to.amake ad hoco
. avrjustments.,- '....gRisA as!. "gratuitous

,

payments-. ,Arrangements of tins .Lind take thany
fosmS they" ? are either- a flat dolla amount' of ,

supplethent, "fixed :per 3ge amoBnt, or. .a
percentage-. that°4 vares dete ined by formula;

°41 cranking' in such, things . as years of service, age,
amount Of initial annuity Income, years` in retire-

Z-fritient,;--. years since-, any -last or former increase.
-s'ittfg-ht have been Made, _changes in the -CPI", and so

.1%. on. The choice :of the arrangement- depends upon a
ntkmber of thingsii74:the.doit a nding.implica-
tionS, the original ieVel o pension, clanges
in the cosi' of livin , chant n SoCial Security'
benefits,- changes CREF, and so on. But the ad
hoc, approach has been most popular;- basical y
bepause it gives the .employer a- better cont
over cost,',.: the employer is not committed to any.

do .during4.

90.
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on-toing grraaement, the amoun*,ecairThe varied, up
.7. ;'..4....., -:'4et: down, from year to year, oran be omitted

v intianifr given -yeltr. he employer has control over
the timing, as well as the arno and indeed, :if
Social, Se ity benefit increa or CREF benefits
take a b g jump, the amount. can be varied to take
that int account. ...

. .

. ,
........--the public sec-tor, a§. _;:mo-st iiif.L.',-yehrL-..are

aqa..rey-;;:ithe ciapprelitch that has been taken' through
employers_: and their publ*retirement systems _has
been t indexed --vapproaCh, or the- automatichAse
increasi2- nef it approach. iYou'.' know, I'm sure,
that the federal programs -- the Civil Service
Retirement System, 'the --Uniformee-PServices System,-
and Social Security --7 index fully to changes in

the.. At the .state level, retirement. systems
'."--tiftile public 'employees and teachers tha U;q index, ." :-5-4'hefit genezally.. capthem..at a .5% level' forcithe

) : 'cnost= part, but some-7-af;:them -go as high as 5%. --Or
they go 'the automatic route; for example, _they

- increase benefits automatically ,3% .a. year without
- regard to what -happens to_ the cost; of living.

John Biggs has already )alluded to, the concern in
the private sector over this aptrock because' of..
the cost, and' indeed- it is .a,., concern.- Employers
are wary .of, cost of any -kind, .,ob4,4 commitment .-_:.,

to a _continuing, and' unknown 4.n.cfearng .,.benefit. -2-

There are' also some conceptualrbblems!,ciith that
approach; but 4. won't take the titEre: 'to 'get ii ,y_,
them.

-...: What about coping with -A:Elation. before ,0__
''.-1'' during retirement? John; Biggs addresseid.,/,-tha

p>.,question ' in terms of what emploY*rs.and ...
-41'of course dividual patriciparits are doing through

a Variable annuity _based on investments in common
stocks. As John indicated,. fbr the 'first .20 years
or so after the deelopment of variable annuities
in 1952, equities. performed very well.- They..
perf. d' beyond- mOse people's extlec t at ic:Ps . 'Then.

4 . .:the ere a few yeers id: thZt -70's when eguities



were very disappointing, particularly. to people
who were in retirement and experienctrigza decrease.:..
in their variable annuity' henefiti in a period of
rising livingi,costs. In the last few years .equity-

perforManc.e has turned around. It's not been an
unbrokent line upwards, but since the middle. of the
1970's (minion stock performance has been. quite

good. indeed. ',Many knowledgeable peoplel who are
making( I was, going to say'foolish--enough
mak6",) predidtions... of .what going. to happen in
the future, think that., the. .decade- -ahead is go

to- be a. very good decade for: equities. . talki
abcint. people; many from COKE institutions; li

Bur kalkiel at Princeton and Modigliani at MIT ,a
y.'obin at Yale. Yo.0 may have read a zecen

_ zr-cle . where all three of these peo Ye were

bullish' about equities. I - think ;It.. waPS in ,the

last issue: of Business Wekmagazin4

Now, there!s lso a Stronz, fee-ling that the
.. employer should not take, full responsibility °for
providing 'some kind -of hedge against inflation;
that the individual4.shoUld play 7a role in this.:

And -many of them indeed re doing just that :..

They re. -doing in all funds of ways: .through
'eersonal ,,savings "vehicles of one kind or another.
And, suie. many of you know; one -of the most
popular Velhicles being uSed4these days is the tax
deferred annuity,.:tnauserof its tax adliantages.

and the flexibility that- it has. ..At TIAA .alone,'

there are sbin4' 94.126,000 people who are putting
extra contribute n. into Supplemental Retirement
Annuity (SRA) con racts. That,ts,. just people put-:

ting aside extra funds through TIAA-CREF.: There
are many, many ;more- who are doing it through the
products of other insurance companies. It gives
them -a good deal of flexibility, particularly in
the early years of retirement in terms of how they
wanes- tp:,.,hapdle their finances They can defer

,.::.44{4.4.7e.-.0-E-he regular- TIAA-CREF income while
:?-4.-iawcElltrincome from their SRA, or vice-versa, of

they Can''start their TIAA incOme. but defer. begin-



-.....
.

rang their CREF income to.a later date. Indeed,
an individual has as many as three starting .dates

, in TIAA and ,three starting dates in CREF if they
wt- 'want to us em.

14 .like to talk just a couple of_...,

minutes pprOaches to cope with inflation
that are dnsideittion at TIAA-CREF. One of
them'is.t Kemeny approach that John IlsCormack
went into in Some detail. We've been working with
DartmouthC011ege, providing them figures on this,,
talking with them about the- approach and how it
would work. I won't say anything more than that
because John covered. it pretty, thoroughly.
controversial as many _things are, but. for the
concern that John Kemeny expressed, it maybe an
acceptable alternative for -some people. He's
worried about the person WA() seys, ...Hey, look, I

can cut it for the first ten or sca I've
got enough set aside. .irmonot-too.worried 'aboutr-.
that, but what am. I going;t10.'when'I-gbet to the
end of that ten year perio4?..Where em-I going _to:,
turn for help?" This is what's behind the Kemeny'
approach of nothing for ten years in the way -'of a
csupplement, then a good d-infusion of money, perhaps
followed. with an increasing annual benefit

--thereafter

The'' er
-0

approach Tom alluded to in his
ntrap: --reseris very close to, the

uity John-Biggs is suggesting. The
Tncome,maild be base4-dt a 4% assumed

feA rate resulting, in an inrtially lower total
thcome than if it hed-*beep based'itn-itie full pay-'

out -dividend rate. Then ea-th:lyear in retirement
any pay-out dividend. 1:nterest-in excess of 4% would
be used to finance an increase id the annuity
income. If the full pay-'out rate .(concxactual
plus dividends) were 10%, fOr example, 6% inter
on the reserve, or ptesent value, of ehe aviquity
would besused to finance the next- inc,reiase..76.
effect, /042214nd addition" purchasthe.
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Agetime,annuity.

another method being considere0
offer''' khe,kretiring participant a reduction

in both ' the contractual and dividend bisrtion ,of,
'the initial?. TIAA' income. The:±eduction amount
would: be used to-^Tqinance a pre= selected rate of
increeach",.yeai of, say, 3% or 6% in both the

--cOnti'act&land-idividendportions-i----Forexamp e,
if\na-r";-6% increasing -benefit was selected, the:
contractual amount would be guaranteed to increase f_
.by 6%, each year, no .;matter what .happened to
interest rates. The &Addend amount would increase
by 6%. a year as long' as the, dividend- scale in

ct at time of,"eetirement remained unchAlged.,
e- changed, say from
leizel of dividends

ut yearly' 6%.

_ intereStiii..40111d still lie applied to whatever
d iv i d end*welE:

When TIA.A'i ;Layout dividend ,ra
10% to 11z,.0i- 9%; the. overall
would chi adCord ,

Those 'are--:.the things we 're ricing on
We've got, a Vay's -1,to go yet. It tales a, lot of
changes .-intern
gramming, wri,
in a:1'-rbw, ar
increasing be

on.

p- -I'll..make:
-Pleased to hear
is, involved in

,,operations and systems pro-
terkel, getting all our ducks.

on -But some approach to an
option is .theithing that's very

est day, on the drawing'
vz,44-11.

,-comment. .I was
John' :'''*gs..rsay, that when ,"-a -company
a 'Controversy that is as complex

and_.:involved as the unisex issue, it takes up a
lot,f time. There is a lot of work involved in
making a conversidn. to u
only so many..peoplec"and

rates, and there are
ny .machines.1 o so

many things. So, we have limit our. opt Tend.
we have to -bid.. very- careful "in setting our
priorities. I assu're you that the increasing

--",' benefit option is right up there at the top of the -_
priority list with the unisex issue.

4
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ADFA Implications fo
TIAA/CREF Retirement P1

_

John J. McCormack

Mi.:. McCormack is a senior vice president of TIAA.
Ile heads. the Institutional Counseling. Division and
has.: _extensive experience in the desi and -
impicmientation of. Let.i.cementplaus.

******

°, Yesterday we heard. a good deal about ADEA1,
t regulations from Laura .Ford. I'm going_to

a afew comments, hopeully expand on Laura's ,co
:a little bit. Laura mentioned that onguly
1979 the administration al the Age_ Discriiiination
and Etiiployment Act switched from the Labor Depart-:
merit to the :EE01:q. Just prior to that switch-,. and
it's not -uticoui in fdr these 'kinds of things to

-

happen, the Labor Department promulgated its
regulatidn% or, as it Is officially called,
interpretative 'bulletim on how 'the .amendments to.

he 'Age Act .woul.s1'..aff*ot employee benefit plans.
Under the' DOt...intoli k .,bulletin..bullen. whictr; by -,
the way, is sTi,11 in.effect, definedonrribution
plans,- the "TIAA-CREF typed plans "7; tan cease_
contrioniifor:irtdividuars-',whe .continue to work
once ttieyr nAtna).. retiremertt. age. ..Defined
benefit plans -- typical industry plans currently.
are not -required tQ cred it ',salary __for :he/

,,employment, after an'AtidividtV-reaches' 'the. _aormaL,fr,s, -
retirement age. 47.:N' 1.*.>.,,

.

Well, 'shortly after that shiift 'inte,sponsi-
bilifsty on July 1 of 1979, the EEOC, became concetrfied-
,about "wrildfalls-7*.:that they saw accruing to
sponsors of def ined Fenel it plan s . linger klef.ined

.-benefit plans,4 -as T.just mentioned, employers- are
not required -to copu_t,;./salary or service, after tile..norm 4, retirement age even though indkiduals.: 've

4 '*fel
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.. the right to work beyond. that age. This windfall

that -there are actuarial gains d earnings gains
that the EEOC saw accruing re from* the fact.

accruing when individuals delay receipt of their
, . - .

<;,,-6tirement benefits.. -.- john Biggs touched on how
.-41the.accruals occur. 'Mortality _concepts and their
'-#tIlications for pension plans have been discussed
:47. .:a cit. over the last 'day and a- half So.-I think you
-- `catt,underst and that if a person delays receipt of

beiefits, the liihilitS7 for the payment_ Of retire-
ment income is shorter; therefore, 'if .thee benefits
are .frozen .as of the date the individual- reaches

.normal retirement age but MI takes those benefits -.
four or- five yeais. later, they 'are going' to be

C
s-les expensive to :purchase when benefits actually

begin .four of f ivb years later. : What the EEOC 'saw
iwin tins windfall to employers Was a loss to indivi-

nal perticipants and a -potential for a charge of.,
-. e .discriminatiOri ,because Oldef emP,roye-ei who

,-
',...! -continued to work are not receiving pension credits
-. ....,,,... - , --fiar,.;salary -and .ervice aftei--°7atpainment of the

normal ..or*t irement Wq.1-, the EEOC proposed to .
.Correct this: problem in-, a rather strange; way' that

ay
,

have-Some" of:- you aCcR.fliSed. A ;number of :people
'nave 's..+-4d- to 'dicta? t the EEOC come but with
-regulatIons . that -cha ee iDepartment of tabOt. .
egulations.? The 'fact 7`6f the. 'matter is no ,; they

'.have-4:tpt come out off4cfilly with any. 6hariges_
the regulations on the ...amendnits to the -Age
DiscriminatiOn Adt. There is a. requirethent 4tSat
the regulatory agencies 'share i*paidraft f6rm the
propoiseci regulations they are considering, and :t.4
inter-agency draft of the EEOC propased regs
AP.Fai - is what had been published a :number of
pl'ices but not offilciapy released in the Federal

. Register. In the last couple .of months I have had
calls from at least three institutions -who thought
the EEOC had come out with revised regulations.-s.
It's quite obvioqS. when you read -the-, EEOC rags
that the- date for -comments,. whiCh all 'proposed
regli,lations include, is blank. So .Son can see

.
very quickly in the jja-st 'co upAge of paragraphs

91:1P
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that they had not been officially released but

were, floated or leaked for public reactiop and".
,needless to say) they have .gotten a lot, of
reaction.

Well, to correct this windfall' occurring to
sponsors of defined benefit plans, the EEOC

- -
'proposed:

That, defined benefit ,plans credit years of

service and' salary fir employees who continue
to work-beyond the, normal retirement age or
credit the pctuarial and earningS gains.

*

In addition, they,lpo took the opportunity to
propose.a change An the regulations for defined
contribution plans:

The EEOC eequire cont nuation of-contri-
bationslfor an:employee unl si a.stated benefit
objectiire was achieved when the employee
reached the'normaliretirement age. '-'

Defined contribution plans usually 'use a

__L____benefie%objective> they woulddlike to aChieve for a
career employee at the normal retirement age' in

.
order,. to set the rate of contribution under the
plan.. However, this benefit is not. guaranteed and

..may be 'inore. or . less depending upon years of

yarticipaLon cri the plan and the individual's

salary '.history. If :a benefit, objective

reqdlred, it would become a formal part of the
plan and a commitment fof the institution that

they do not currently have:

Since defined contribution plans do credit, the
actuarial and earnings gains to individuals Who
delay recjipt of their benefits which,,4n some
cases, I guess has been yiewed as something-of an
incentive to stay on, it's important to note that
this practice :may also save defined contribution
plans roril.being required to put a stated benefit

91 .
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objective in the. piaci. Since we do credit the
actuarial and eatnings gains to individuals, we
already meet one of the' proposed requirements the
EEOC is propOsing for defined benefit prans. We're
also encouraging the EEOC to recognize this fact
and not require contributions beyond the normal
retirement age or require a' stated benefit
objective. If an individual delays receipt of his
benefits, eae?11 year he delays the receipt of tHe
benefits beyond age 65 they will increase by at
least 10% a year Well, as I say, we have
encouraged and suggested to the EEOC that they
reognize this fact 'which they did not appear to
be aware of, and they indicated they would take
our siuggestions under consideration. 'I make no
guarantees because I.don't 'know where they.'11 come
out. Pthink the EEOC is waiting for the election
results before going public with revised ADEA
regulations...'I would mention that any revised regs
will be proposed. There Will bs.a Comment period
followed by final regu,lations. )So,, it will be a
matter of time before anything happens on this
issue.. The EEOC commissioner's meet every Tuesday
and the last time I .talked to the EEOC, they
anticipated that.the-amended regulations would be-
on the agenda for the commissioners' meeting on
the 7th of October, and that's obviously past. I

did hear that last week it was on the agenda as
the fourth dr fifth item, and just prior to the
meeting it was pulled, which may signal a variety
of things is there concern about the floated regs
among the other agencies? i there concern about
the electton? is there Concern .about how the regs
have been structured and whether or not they are
fir and equitable? It would be speculation on my
part to.. try and. tell you why they were pulled from
the agenda, but they were.

.The l97ä Amendments to the 'Age Act increased
the mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 and
there as some concern on the part of our paitici-
pating,institutions about whether or not employers
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with TIAA,-CREF defined contribution plans should
cbntinue contributions between the:ages of 65 and'
70 and if so;. should they reduce;those,contribuE
tions because they will be makitg them for-five
years longer than they.had originally anticipated?-
Well, I thought it would be intereebZng to report
on what has actually happened since the amendment
'to the Age Discrimination Act. The great majority.
of TIAA and CREF retirement plans have not changed-

4 their' normal retirement age from 65 to 70, and to
keep retirement financially possible for indivi.
duals who want to or should- retire .before
virtually all of tile plans have also kept theiri
_pre- A amendment rate of contribution. . In 1977; ."
.there ere 65.4% of all TIAA participants in
retiremen lans with the normal retirement age. pf
65. In.1.980, 74.3% of all. of= our participants were
in retirement p ns with the normal retirement: age
of 65. i e number of participants covered by plans
with the Yzormal reti?ement' age of 65 has increased
from 1977 to 1980. In addition, for staff members
employed beyond :the normal retirement age', that's
beyond the age of .65 in.moSt cases, 75% of ,our
programs continue 'contributions to age 70 'or to.

retirement. The balance cease contributions at.

the normal retirement age. In spite of the changes
in the mandatory retirement laws,'improving health
and increasing concerns about inflation, approxima- -

tely 52% of the TIAA-CREF participants. beginning
annuity income start payments at or about age' 65.
Of those who start their income after age 55; some
27% begin their payments before age 64. This is
compared to about. 17% in: '19.72. The percentage
starting 'annuity income at age 67 and above has
declined from 33% in 1972 to 21% in 1979. Although
indi.giduals now have the option of continuing to
work beyond the normal retirement age, between the
ages of 65 and TO, we have not identified inter-
nally any trend towards antuity incomes' starting
at the older ages. -

Well, you all .know that the amendments to the
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Age Discrimination Act provided a special exemption
for tenured staff members and it allowed insertu-
tions that had tenured individuals to have
mandatOry retirement at: age 65 or the' normal
retirement age up until July' 1, 1982. Our data
i:naicates, that about 11% of the colleges and
universities with the TIAA-CRtF plans are retaining

!early mandatory retirement provisions for tenured
staff -members% Roughly 767: now have age 70

mandatory retirement ftr. all ebployees including
tenured staff, and believe it.c4 -not, 1371bave no
mandatory retirement. age.- whatsoever, -That's
_basically what I was going to cover on ADEA.

.100
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Comments

Robert Link

Mr. Link, a- to Alumnus, has recently retired
- ;from `a career in he ,life insurance indusiry". He

has extensive exp riencd with private pension, J
group insurance an , as Vice; President 'of the
Equitable Life Assurance Society the united
States, corporate managements Mr. Link now plans-
to launch a second. career A an: independent,
consultant. . ,

. A

I've, enjoyed this meeting. tremendously. It
makes a big difference. to be .here, to hear .what
.people say, and to get some of the feeling con
tained in these issues:. You don't:quite get that
feeling from the executive summary of. the studies
that have been done, and_ the feeling is, very
interesting;

I'm reminded of Murphy's Law. You know the
first Murphy's Law: if anything can go wrong, it
will. There's a whole .series of them. One says
if there are spve 1 things that- can go wrong,
they all will go 'w , and they'll dq it at the
same time and in the same direction.

I think that characterizes the problem that
this meeting is concerned with:, First, we have an
unbalanced faculty population, .so that retirement
is more of an issue than it would be normally or
than it has been in the past. , Second, we 'suddenly,

have roaring inflation'ereating great. fears, about i

retirement. An third, we have.thej.age 70 thing
suddenly upon us. All of this happeoed at.once,
'just.as Murphy said it would.

95
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I really tfitnk though, all of this and the
problems that this `.meeting is. diScussing ' are
symptomatic of a deeper problem'. I've heard about
it vduring this 'meeting. I'll -Speak now from the'.
deep -well of; my ignorance-about academia, but 'this

is how I see it. -The real issue, 'that =I've' heard
repeatedly(is, how :do we avoid payini $,30,000 when
$16,000' would probably-get:us a better product?

. _ .

This is a classic . biasiness- 'problem. In the
private or profit making sector, they iia;ve tools
to deal _with the problem. . They have the legal and
moral right to prunestaff. err *varying degrees
they practice this art._ .It's a very-difficult art
to practice, but they do' it. .',13nt., what I am

hearing here.- is that in.: !acadetara,:. particuarly

with respect to the. tenured faculty you don't .

seem to haye the -tools or the. moral or legal -.

right. I'm also Hearing feelings. or

comments that may be yOu're glad -that.you don't,
.because if you did it wou.4 be' so diffiCult ."to
exercise those : 'rights and- make heart-rending
discriminationd that are .necessary to -do it right.:.

.
All of this leads ,me 'to a suggestion. You

have discussed some ways .of encouraging early.

retirement of tenured faculty. These aeviceS.cost
considerable Money, at leaSt if you assume 4oafie

retirements " , would have taken :.plice anyway.
Suggestion: Put these devices into. effect on a
basis such that they can be withdrawn again if
circumstances. change. Cauple- this with: a

resolution to address' those aspects of- the tenure
system that stand in the way of more creative
staff prufIng: If I've given enough offense,
remark on a few things that, have cropped pp' during,
the program. -

John Biggs talked about the Consumer Price
Index being an inappropriate measure of inflation.

passionately agree. 'There are a number of
things; First/ is the, treatment of taxes. Payoll
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taxes are in the CPI. If there were Value *added
taxes, they Would. be Matia other lores'of taxes.
-aren't. ...This-leads. people to say_ that' payroll
taxes are inflationary and income, taxes- aren't.
That's.hogwash. That',s a defect in the CPI.

Secondly there are other things in the CPI
that one could question. This is less a

scientific' question than a queticin of purpose,
especially- because the CPI is used to adjust the
income of government employeeS,(. Social Security
beneficiariep, and people, withe.labor -contracts.
TO the ,extent that expense are' -incurred- and,.
prices ';are raised by complying with geernment
regulations for environmental and . consumer
proteation,. the unindexed:;periple pare paying 'for
the indeiced people's share of these added, costs.
It' would`-be great if there Were a way to recognize
that.- Third, JohnBiggs mentioned improvements in
the quality of things. ClasSic examples are -tires
rolling further and razor blades giving more

:shaves I've read articles by economists alleging
that you've got, 2%, right there. And fourth,
there's.the housing thing.

I've corresponded with Commissioner of Labor
Statistics Janet Norwood, and I've also written
letters to a few Congressmen and Senators. I see
very little sign that the government is interested
in pursuing these matters.

John Biggs mentioned the indexing of private
pension plans and suggested that tilt) is not an
absolutely hopeless area. I think he's right.
The fact is that the sponsors of those plans have
been spending the; infla5lon bonus in their
investment earnings on ether incteasing nominal
benefits or reducing their own costs. They have
painted themselves into a corner. But if there'i
enough time, maybe-they can get out of it.

I am charmed by John's major .proposal and by
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the studies going forward, at TIAA. 'Perhaps out of
these. studies igill.cgme something that will help a
person who .doesh't want to spend the inflation
premium up frcfnt but wants instead to let it come
-through with a timing that fits his. need.

1115e National CommisS'ion bn Social Security has
recently done a survey. It covered about 1600
families, various 'ages, income levels, and so
forth, -supposed'y representative. This is in
,support 'of their charter to study the whole'issue
of Social SeCurity in this. country. It's
interesting that some of the attitudes .revealed .in
this survey corresponirto attitudes revealed in
the COFHE study. ,This is particularly the case
with respect to people who intend to retire' late
or intend to retire early, how they relish the
thought of retirement, and "how they fear the
economic consequences. The. same attitudes were
found.,

,Next I'd like to mention a short piece by one'
Carter Henderson. 'He is a,writer and lecturer on
financial matters. .With his permission, Till
quote in part: Not 'too long ago, after lecturing
on .the economic outlook at a Southern university,
I had occasion to chat with two women:. the first
an affluent college professor with extensive
investments who was visibly, frightened by the'

future, and the second 'younger woman with no.
financial- assets who was looking forward to it

with 'confidence and anticipation." He talks about
the incongruousness of that situation and explains
that the college professor was concerned because
of the disl.nte-.gration of the economy with which
she had been familiar, and than he went on to say,
"Since it will take years to conquer high-level
inflatibn if we're lucky (and decades if we are
not), millions of investors, myself among them,
are turning to a fail-safe investment strategy --
unknown to-Wall Street or the Gnomes of Zurich
which can substantially increase their economic
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security as'the nation enters a New Age of waning
- material affluence. New age investors sees the
United States at the beginning-of.a great economic
transformation, [etc. 'etc. and they] are taking
command of their own economic degtinies by reducing
their'need for cash incomes, learning to coax .more
purchasing power out of the money they do have to
spend, becoming do-it-yourself-experts, capitali-
zing on the untapped productive power of their

` homes and communities," and so forth.

Well, it's 4n interesting concept. I once had
lunch with Mrs. Henderson, who is a practicing
futurist and making money at it. They'are liVing
this way. She described some things she and hey
husband are doing. In this :culture you don't
boast about how much your possessions cost; you
boast about how little they cost. after you have °

bought -them in a junk yard and fixed them up. You
grow your own food. _ Very interestingly, the
Hendersons are going bare' on medical coverage.
They say they don't want to be in the system;
they'.1.l do it them elves. They find as a conse-
quence their attit e towards the subject of health,;1

is quite different from _what it would otherwise
be. They are very positive about staying healthy.
Aerobic 'exercise, the right kinds of food, and
'such. .

''''st

If your're going to do this kind.of thing, you
have to plan for it. In my own future life I hope
I can succeed to some degree In living this way.

..Over my lifetime I have developed a few of the
) skills that are necessary. I suspect 'it's best to
start young on retirement planning, on learning
and on developing the skills and interests that

'will permit you to make that transition with
relish and enjoyment,, doing things for yourself
instead of depending so heavily on money.

People will argue endlessly about details and
.specifics. ,What I mean to suggest here that we
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need a much More comprehensive, creative, encl -per-
sonally long-term view of whit 4-etiremensh is all ':

about.- s.:
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Faculty: Planning for Retirement

Aaron Lemonick

6

Aaron Lemonick is Dean of FacUlty at Princeton
University. . He has served as an active member of
the COFHE Retirement Study Advisory Group/and was.
instrumental in the planning of this conference.

I have been asked to moderate this last
session: ,My ,task is to get it started, to

'.introduce the spakers, and to bring it to an end
at the time promised,

,

I think it appropriate at 'this point to say a
V word of appreciation for the "conference and the
work. that weat.before. The 1.918 amendment to the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act, which estab-
lished 70 as the earliest' permissible. mandatory,
retirement age presented the institutions represen-
-ted here, not to speak of all the others; with a
set of ::problems, many of them common. Not the
least among these problems-was the fact that there
was a startling lack of information we did not
singly or collectively really know the facts of our

' situation, what the - effects of the (fiewly raised
retirement, age would turn out to he, what might be
done about it. It' is.a tribute to COFHE that it
-recognized the need and set out to do something
about it. It is a tribute to Colin_ Campbell'Who,

:gave leadership to the task over the pa.s..r.two ana-1
a4half.yeaYs that the task was'accOMeished.. This
conference is a capstone of that effort.

. , 1.0k

sD_

.Before going on let the voice some thanks on
behalf of all of Us7'to some .of the people who made -'
this conference what it has been. NiFirst of all,
Frank Durand, Maurice Glicksman, and BroWn
University for, hosting this conference in the .
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effective.-way the't a cOnferenCe ought- to be

.hosted-; .thanks' go to. Reiner Summer fhe manager .of
this. Club and Betiey- Wallace who is in -charge of
preparation and serving of the food for''the styl,e,"
i9.-which. we hive been receiVed.41 I'm .sorry' that
Jaok Sawyer of the Mellon Foundation Yis alreadys. ,

gone: WithoUt it and its support there could have
been no reports and no conference. The Foundation,
its directors and its officers, were sensible and
sensitive and thoughtful, and responded to a felt
peed, a need which-has beenmet in such felicitous
a way. -- f. think it also ..in order to thank the
speakers at this conference, and the partici-
pants for the'most focused and interesting- confer-
ence that I have the' ..privilege:' tO 'attend' for. a
very long time. Finally I think that we ought to
thank again the, Board of COFHE which recognized
the need and Colin Campbell, Kay Hansen, Eve Pratt,
and Caro;. Finney: without whop none of it 'could
have occurred. .COFHE's effort has been an
important one.

In sailor's .parlance, age 70 is a- -full

gale, then certainly uncapping would be a

hurricane, and to pursue the analogy, and the
inflation adds a disturbed, * confused, skeep,
breaking sea to the dan5,ar. As institutions ye
are all-in it' alune,_but we're all In it together.
At. the end -of this session I would to save'
some time to oPen it up to you the participants to
get your thoughts as to what you see that now needs
to be doge_ by this most effective group.

We have two speakers this afternoon. They will
not be .speaking- to pensions as such, nor rate
Schemes, nor slopes, nor ramps, nor other things
which -hive already been mentioned, they Will be
speaking -about the individual with whom we0are all
concerned,the faculty member. One will speak about
the opinion<survey which sought to find .out what
the individual facUlty member thought about his or-
her own-- retirement, his or her own work, his or
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her own retirement date', and the possibility Of,
early `retirement. Early. in the effort was

recognized that this information -- what the:.

faculty member felt was an impoitant element In
any attempt ,to meet the problem- I4t) turned -out

that we had a -very important asset, the grocie-174.

Uni_v_erSity PrOtessot: of. Social Sciences, al
Wesleyan, Herb Hyman the man who was not °Ont. the-

liaison person- with the Iristitute for Research of
Social Behavior which did the opinion survey, but
was also the person who translated our fearsr'eqd
hopes and dreams about -the opinion. survey to the
Institute in such .a. way as to assist them to con-
struct a survey-,which not only got -a 75%-, response,

an amazing response. but also taught us' something
and from which :one- could draw conclusions. I

would like to ipirod.uce to you '-now," Janice,

Clinthorne who will: peak about the "'opinions" as
they relate to -the issues '.of this conference.

..--



- CO}HE FACULTY RET
:

:Janice Clintlio.rne

Ms.'' Clinthornee; :who is ;an. analyst With- the
LnstituMfor Research in Social Behavib, was -the-

2ttrojec04Jirect-r for tht. COFHE ,,study. Her
prc4essal .background combines . research and
consumer - economics. ,Sh has .served. on the staff
of thh Community Council-Of Greatery:w York.

******

$, In Fail,.1 V79 the Institute for .ResearCh
Social Behavior conducted a :mail. .survey of over
JAC% faculty _at- COFHE institutions, asking about
their plans for retirement .and about various
circumstances that presumably influence retirement
decisLons, such as health, 'job, satisfaction; and
financial status. We were, particular y interested
in hoW the new law on the mandatory tirement age
may afnct.. the retirement Rians of the older
faculty.

Twenty-six of the 30 COFHE' -institutions
participated-in the survey. Our probability-based
sample- was selected to represent 'only ,those
faculty. who -were tenured, 40 years -tf age, and
older, and teaching in the arti' and sciences
faculties..

The faculty were' quite. cooperative 74

percent returned completed questionarires an
extremely high response rate for a mail 'survey.. A
compariSon of the, responders and nonresponders
fndicated that these groups did not vary greatly on
age, sex, rank and academic discipline. The only
notable difference was that the nonresponders
tended to cluster somewhat at Ivy league- schools.

Expectations About Retirement
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The very fitst quetion. we asked faculty was
about their. general attitude .toward the prospect
of retirement. About one-third reporteaNthat they
look forward \to7retirement. A smaller proportion

one-fifth ,-07 actually dislike the prospect of
retirement, and the rest are either neutral or

,,unce,r

Women, incidentally, were somewhat more likelYI
to regard retirenient in a favorable_ .--iiglit.
Overall. 40 percent Of the women,' loOk'eforward. to
retirement, compared, to 31 percent. *Of , them on.

.

Later in the questionnaire- we asked' faculty 50
and older about specific hopes they might have' for
their own retirement. We listed ,a variety of
fdvorable retirement prospects and -asked them to
rate how much they looked forward' to each of
them. The most popular prospects 'were: ,

Doing writing and research in1 the.ir own
field that they do not have enough time
to do .now- (79% reported they look forward
to this "ve0 much" or "qUite a bit").

1

'Pursuing hobbies, arts, crafts, music,
languages and other personal.

(86%)

Spending' more time _with their families
('59 %).

Just as they were more inclined to eport a favor=
able attitude toward' retirement- in general, women
were also more likely than.men to look .forward to
these specific retirement

We also list d some mmon worries ...aboutlisted
reti.rqntent. These Cove red,.- a' wide range from-

. financil-- worries . to - concern about *physical
detetoption, bore-dom, and so on.
Only one`, worry was mentioned by -a, majority of



e -

faculty -- the ;fear of not having enough .money
.'. after retirement. V.xty percent-, Of'those :50 and

older: reported this was' something they feared
"very uch,77-.'or "quite +bit." 'The next most. ,

COmmdn'wOrry.also reflectea.a concern,with future
financial status: AboUt one' but of four. reported
they. were Worried about having o filld another job
to' suPpletent_their into er__they_retired-
Smaller minorities' (21 to 14%) reported they were
worried about.other'unfavorable 'prospects such as
loss of prestige, loneliness, boredom, or feeling
Obsolete

Knowledge About Retirement policies

How well informed' are faculty about their
school's 'retirement policies? The great majority
(82%) already knew what their school's current
mandator retirement.age was, but they were less
informed about their school's policies on early-
retirement. Among those 5.5 and over, 40.percent
did not know whether or not their school had any
policy on early retirement. Those at' ,universities
were the. least informed. about early .retirement
'policies 7 48 percent did not know whether such
plans.existed at their university, compared to- 35
percent of those who .teught at small colleges,
,women's. co ],leges and Ivy schools.- And faculty are
even less informed about the availability of pre
retirement counseling. Fifty percent of those 55
and older did not know whether or not their school
offered any such counseling:.

Retirement Intentions

Perhaps. the key . question in this study
was,g.iven the .choice 'Of remaining until- 70, how
many plan to.rdo so? Not all the faculty do, in
fact, have this choice. A small. group of older
faculty members will reach the mandatory
retirement age at their schools before-the new law
takes effdct, They may or may not have the choice
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of staying on, depending on whether or not further
changes are enacted by their state legislatures or=
their administrations. Because s these..

uncertainties make their -retirement plans ,more

problematic than those of other faculty, we
excluded these persons'from the main analyses of
retirement intentions, the results of which\I am
presenting today. \

A

.

.

After making sure that respondents underso\od
the implications of the newk..lax:r, we asked them fat
what age they expected to retire. We asked th6am
to answer this ".reallstically, taking.
into account- (including the things you can't

- control) ". The data shOw . that for -every age
group, including ,the, very,Oldest, the majority
expect to retire voluntarily before age 70.

For example, .46 percent of those 61 and older
expect to retire at age 70. The average expected
retirement age for these facUlty is 68:2 years.
Among those 55-60, only 38 percent)expect to stay
on as long. as age 70, and their average expected
retirement age is-67.3 Years.. In general, younger
faculty are more likely to plan voluntary retire-
ment than older faculty. This partly reflects the
fact that the ranks of the older faculty have been
thinned by the.absence of those who have already
taken early retirement. - Still, there doeS appear
to be a clear.relation between current eke and
expected age of-etireMent the older the faculty
member is, the more likely he or she is to plan to
stay until ".age 70.' This suggests 'that younger
faculty in their forties, for whom' retirement is
relatively' far oft, may be'more. influenced' by.

their preferenes, and.' that older faculty, for
Whom retirement is an imminent decision,, are more
influenced by the realitiek of current economic
condi- tions; particularly inflation. However;
even .among the oldest those 61 and older 19

percent expect to retire at 65 or earlier.- And
the oldet faculty presumably have made the firmeaf



plans since they are most likely to ..have given
:Serious thought to their retirement plans .and, to
have taken some practical steps to Prepare: for

. this event such as obtaining information about
their' pension. vsounts, . their health care coverage.
and so. on.

robingthat amonga-11butEhe
youngest age group, 40-44, women are more likely
than men to plan voluntary retirement. before 70.
For example, among those 61 and older, 46 percent
of the men expect to teach until age 70, compared
to only 31 percent of .the women.

Predictors of Plans' for Mandatory Retirement

To identify the variables that best predict
the intention to .teach until age 70, we, carried
out an "automatic interaction detector" (AID)
analysis, a multivariate procedure analOgous to

rgultiple regression, but more poweiful in that it
takes into account interaction among the predic-
tor variables. The AID computer program searches
for. the dichotomization that explains more variance
in the criterion variable (expectation of- retire-
ment at age. 70) than any other.. *The end pripoduct

, 'of this AID analysis resembles a tree, in which,.
the .most powerful. , variables lead to smaller
branches. We fed into this analysis 28..variables
that we considered good predictor candidates
ranging from demographic and institutional charac-
teristics (e.g., sex, type of school) to current.
.circumstances (e.g., enjoyment of _teaching, need
for salary)- td expectations (e.g: anticipated,
level of retirement income, various hopes and fears
about retirement) :

. , 4'
a &.

Among senior *faculty,t761' and older, ty most
powerful. predict'ai. of plans for mandatory re ire-.
ment was the expectation of an inadequate' income
.during the first year or so of retirement. Eighty
percent of those, who expect their immediate
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retirement income to be inadequate plan to stay
until they are 70, compared to only 40 percent of
those who expect their income to be adequate.

And among those who fear the worst about their.
immediate, retirement inCome, the influende of
family provides further differentiation. Ninety-
three percent of those who anticipate an inadequate
retirement-Income-and who were-Influenced by-their----
families to continue working, plan to teach until
age 70, compared to 71 percent Of those who were

'0 also worried about retirement income but were not
influenced by their families to stay on.

t

Other factors influence thosd who ex pect to

have sufficient retirement income: Agtong, these N.

persons, it is the need' for' facilities and/or
collaborators that figures'in the decision to take
mandatory retirement. Fifty-six percent Of those
who./expected to have enough money bu,t whodeeded
faCilities and/or collaborators expeCted to -stay
until 70, compared to only 20 percent of those who
were neither worried' about 'money nor about the

accessibility, of facilities.

Incentives for Voluntary Retirement'

When we asked faculty how their retirement,
plans coincided with what they ideallytwould like
to do, 33 percent of the- oldest faculty (61 and

-older) reported that they would like to retire
earlier than they expected to. Thus, one-third of ,

these senior faculty presumably would be receptilie
to incentives for early complete retirement or
phased retirement. To estimate savings in teaching
years associated with various, incentives,. we
presented faculty with five hypothetical plans,--
two for phased retirement and three_ for early
complete retirement.

Faculty were to assume. that t e two plans for
phased . retirement would be avails le at ,age 60.
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Both plans recognited the importance of keY-fringe
benefits both' prOvided'that (.a). would
receivel.their 'current medical benefits ,thrbugh

o° , .phasedretirement, and (2) 'after full retirement
tlhqy would receive whatever was currentlyavailable..
to,fully retired faculty at their institution. The,'
schools' contributions to their pensionfunds would
continue at the current percentage level:Until full
retirement Nas taken. The nob. plans dftfered in
only one way: the level of-financial remunera-
tion. In Plan 1 faculty were offered 60 percent of
their full-time salary for half-time work. InPlan
2, they were offered770percentOf their full-time
salary for half-time work.

'Faculty were asked at what. age-they'would take
phased retirement under each of the two plans and
at what. age they would completely retire. From
this information we calculated for each faculty
member the number. of teaching 'years remaining
given a certain _incentive plan, and. we "compared
this :figure with the 'number of 'years the facillty
member expected to teach before he or she was
presented with the incentive plan. The difference
between these two figures is the "savings" from
expected teaching years' provided by the: incentive
plan. We prorated the ,number of teaching years
during phased retirement according to the-propor-
tion of full-time salary received. ,Thus, under
the first plan, which -offered 60 percent salary-
for half-time-work, each year of phased retirement
was equal to 0.6 teaching. years.

Not surprisingly, the plan which offered 70
percent, pay was more popular thali the one which
offered 60 percent pay -- "more popular" in the-
sense that .more faculty said they would change .

their previous plans in order to take phased'
retirement under these conditions. . However-,

because we prorated the 'phased teaching years
according to the proportion ot salary received,
the actual years saved_ by the two plans was virtu:
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ally the same. For instance, among senior faculty
61 and older, each plan provided an average savings
of one-half a teaching year (0,5). About two out
of fi,ie senior faculty 'would accept the plan that,
offered 70 percent pay, and about one out of three
would take the plan that offered 60 percent pay.

.

After considering the plans for phased. retire-
ment--f acUl ty-wete-present ed-wi th-t h ree-hyp ot he

tical .plans for early full -retirement: They were
to assume tHeie plans would be available when they
reached age 62, Again, key fringe benefits were
provided by the plans. All three,continued current
medical benefits throughout retirement. In

addition, retired faculty yould .be offered "all
usual university courtesies ". These plans guaran--
teed retired faculty specific income levels: that
is, if -the faculty member's combined income from
sodtal security and teaching, retirement fund did
not equal a specified proportion of the gross
salary during the final year of teaching, the
school would make up the difference. The plans .

differed in the level of these guarantees and in .

their provision of cost-of-living adjustments._

.The .first plan providAd retirement payments .

equal to 40 percent of grogs salary. No cost-
of- living adjustments-.

.

The second plan offered payments equal to 40
percent of . gross -salary. with. annual 'costI7of-.

living' 'adjustments' until the retired: fatUlty
member reacheof :the 'normal". retirement age at: .
his or ter school. .

.

. The third plan offered retirement payments
equal to 60 percent of gross salary. No

cost-of-living adjustments.
.

Again, we asked faculty at what .age they would
retire completely, giVen each of these plans, and
compared thig .faith' the .age expectedpected to retire



without ami incentives. We could not, of course,
prOrate, the savings by the gibportion of guaranteed
salary. since igie actual 'cost to the schoolk would
-depend on the salary level of the faculty who
accepted these plans, and on their longevity.

The most Popular plan for complete Ketirement
was the one that offered- 60 .percent of gross- pay
and no indexation!. Keep in mind that the only
plan that offered any indexation did so, on a very
limited basis that is, only until the 'faculty
member- reached the "normal" retirement age, which
at some schools would be- as early- as age 65 or
so. This- plan was much less appe4ing to faculty
since it offered only a guarantee of 40 percent 'of *_
final gross pay-

Among -the faculty 61 and, older, about one-third
indicated they; would_ retire' earlier than they
expected to if offered guaranteed 'retirement
payments equal to 60 percent of final gross pay.
The .plan yielded an average savings per faculty
member of just under one, year. -( 9 years') . The
plan that prov,ided limited indexation and 40
percent gross pay was less Appealing about one
fifth of the oldest faculty would retire earlier
under this, plan, which yielded an average savings
of less than half, a teaching year 0.4 years). The
plan offering 60 percent pay thus.. appealed* to about
the same number of faculty as those repoKting they
would like to retire earlier than they expected
to. The plan which offered 40' Percent pay and no__
indexation was least popular only about 15
percent of the oldest faculty would retire earlier
offered such the average savings was 0.4
'years. -\

All the plans were more appealing to younger'
faculty than- to those-.over 60 for example,
among those 50-54, 49 percent reported they. 'would
retire earlier given the 60 percent pay plan,
:compared to about one-third of those over 60;



Arso, the 50-:54 year -olds rovided greater savings-
-- 1.4 years versus 0.9 ars for the,..;oldest i

faculty.

,Effect of Future Inflation on Retirement Intention'

It is well to remember that when the study- was.
done (fall of 197.9), inflation was at an annual
rate of about \10-11 percent and. still. climbing; -

that winter, it -reached an annnal race_ofabout_ 18
percent. When \asked how, inflation~ would affect
their retirement\ plans, 43 percent of the oldest
faculty reported that if 'inflation continued
between '9-11 pe\rcent, they would change their
current plans and work longer. An additional 20
percent would wo\rk .onger. if inflation rose

.
as

high as 15-17percent.

To summarize ery briefly, we found' that in
late 1979- the majority of faculty to
retire .voluntarily before 70 and many indicated
they. would change\ their plans and:. retire even
earlier -if offered' incentives to do so. Whether
or not they follow through on these intentions -..
seems to depend largely on the rate of inflation
in the coming years. If the economy- returns to an
extensive -period of very high inflation say ,

between 15 and 17.percent -- most faculty indicated .

they would change their plans and postpone their
retirement. .



Tinancial Planning for Retirement

Mr.- Barbee,. a graduate of Brown, .is the Executive
Director and Founder of The ConsuMer Financial
Institute located= in Newton, Massachusetts.- The
Institute is the largest independent prOvider of
personal . financial planning and ' pre- retirement.
programa in the United States.

My thanks to the .00FRE"group for inviting me
here today. I rather like my% mile which is to

; suggest' to yciu that there are "transferable

-ingsr,:from our work with ''Private sector companies
that -are - applicable to the issues surrounding
college faculty - -retirement. Additionally, we

_ provide" self -help _financial education to thousands
of consumers nationally which may also provide
. another perspective. from the outside.

I'd like to begin by sharing some 13rief

observations I had after reading over the COFHE
studies. Then -I will cover:._ the faculty as con-
sumers; the need for a triangle.' of Rartnership

. between the individual faculty member, ttie

educational institutton, and the government;
strategie 'for ',the individual; and strategies for
the institution.-

Observations on the CQFHE Faculty. Retirement 'Study

In reading the COFHE studies, ..I was struck by
the conclusion that :Personal : finances , were of
primary interest to :academic faculty :at. all age.,
levels,. even.;. though:, histOrically they. have had
other ',priorities. FacUlt5i are now' -facing . a '.
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confrontation between inflation and .retirement.

Lt seems that it is not a question as, to
"whether":some action 'win be taken-by institu-'''
tionsJ but "'what" will be Zone and "when" and
"how" much it will Cost. There is a great need .

for practical solutions at .this point.)

, I wa also st=ick by the low level of f fhancial
knowledg _reflected in- -the COFEE_stuilies-----There
were re tively few faculty with specific plans for
themselves after. retirement.' Many others had
little specific knowledge of the retirement plans
of their institutions.

I cquldn ' t help but ask myself if these
situations weren't aggravated by the insulation' of
faculty from the private sector. Perhaps the coin-
pensation philosophy at these institutions' which
may provide such "Perks" as subsidized housing,'
children's tuition assistance, and: so on, -- is 1'

tending to foster this insulation.

',_The Faculty As Consumers

Now, Icl like to move on to a simple,- but
sometimes 'overlooked observation. The faculty
member is also' a clonsumer . As such he or she is
subjected to the same factors affecting consumers
as a whole regardless of, the academic environment.'

. From our perspective At the Consumer Financial
--)Institute where we have worked with tens of

ds of consumers, many of whom are educators,
following trends are af fectin,g faculty

Tdonsumers: 1) record high inflation, 2) dependende
on two income. families, 3) personal4,tax bracket
creep.; 1:4) :&iieral aging of the population, 5)

.111gher pers6nal. stress related to fami3y fidanses,
and 6) pressures on . traditinnal government and
private sector funding of retirement -- such ai
the need for indexing due to inflation and the
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inc reaa.pg,,noMbers of people Vrawing :pensions. ,
'\ ... '''' .'. -. -.. 4. --- ";',,:',.:':-. "'..:, 4.A*

Thes preas' ures the,,the economy '''and'..-"everyday;

, happening to everyone, "not just tenufed - .college.
life-of each consumer in the' 40 PlUs..age ra.ie-,,,iret...,.

'prof essors."
paranoia:: _ In

Therefore, there is no cause f or:
this sense, the tenured faculty

retirement issu is a microcosm of a. larger social
and economic issue facing the country-,

The Triangle of Partnership.

I would now like to discuss the triangle of ;
partnership. The triangle consists of , the
individual 'faculty =ember, the "educational
institution bolh the college or university and
TIAA/CREF, and the goVernment in the form of

.social §ecurity.'
4

At 'a time of finand,ial priOrity .setting .ind
tight . budgets, the 'tendency is for everyone to
point the finger at the other two a as .and pass,113,.

blame and responsibility: Instead, our experience
- indicates:, that if a- true' partnership. atmosphere of
give and take .is eiablished, the solutions can be
creative and positive.

Of the three points on. the triangle, however,
we would have to recognize that the indi4idual
perhaps the greatest distance ,to come in under-
standing his or her role in their own retirement-
and` financial planning.-, Realistically government
and college -pockets" are only ::so deep!

Strategies for,Individual Faculty*

It,is important to look at strategies for the
individual While the population as a whole is
plagued by the problems of, inflation' and personal
finances, those approaching retirement have an
addition4 problem, They must dear,' with, the =

emotional- problems brought on amply Sy' the word



-"retirement,"- It is a negatively charged' word,
often meaning, the en4". ,wheil the need is for
"continuing" or -Change." Most individuals are
fearful as they approach retirement because our
culturehasestablisheddreams-,-,myths,and----fals

. expectations.:
.

. -

_Thus the:need for a new word for "retirement."
We call it -"Stage II". We must ,realize that
retirement.today can be a beginning and a change.
This can'be very-positive. If viewed and discussed
-in this light,, we can begin to change the attitude-
in each community and each individual. ,So, let's.
begin- to strike. 'the word "-retirement" from our
vocabulary and., talk instead of "change" and
"continuation".,.Stage II:,

There appear to be .three parts,for an indivi-
dual's successful launch into Stage II. First I
will discuss psychological goal setting and self
assessment, then planning time allocation, and
finally, personal financial planning.

Strategy A

As.fer as pSychological goal setting and self-
assessment, there seem to be 3 categories of people
facing Stage.II. -Let's identify them as' "Pans",
"Jeans" and "Roberts."

For "Dan," his job is his hobby, his identity.
He knows or cares about litfle else. -He is deAlca-
ted. He is not, eager toleave his job. Money may
or m -not be a factor.

"Jean," on the other 'hand, ais looking forward
to new adventures. Jean has a high energy level
and has put off pursuing alternative interests
...now is the time. She has. enjoyed work; but
wants to use this time of life to experience other
interests, both work- and don-work-related. Jean
has been anticipating this as an opportunity for
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change and growth..

"Robert" has been sticking" it out. He has.--
probably not been a high producer. He is relieved -
that he can finally -leave his work. Robert will
probably leave .seeking escape. from - perceived
drudgery and, peer rejection.

-

- Most faculty, we'd presume, are "Dans" or
"Jeans". The "Roberts" will probably have sought-
the .opportunity for.escape or have beeq drummed`
out by peers. From as personal Viewipoint3-a "Dan"
can become,. or secretly may want to become, 'a_
"Jean "...Dan just has not spent the time explving,
it. The essential.opportudity is-in,opening uR

...alternatives. How can We help Dan'divert his
resources and strengths to new areas or to related
areas... to-areas'that.are likely transfers of his.
strengths or accomplishments? If we begin early,'
Dan may see alternativeg and become a seeker of
new challenges.

. .

-An important part of Siege II,,.then, is good
coaching and dtimulation of self-analysis, result-
ing in gradual experimentation into meW frontiers
of interest.

This coaching can be stimulated by. the univer--
.sityor college in a partnership environment. It

will be personally'otimulat1ngto the, "Dans," and-
by-opening up-alternatives, the university win:
benefit from more faculty seeking outside
chalfengeS during their second stage. This iSsa
positive L'hilpeophy. of increasing options and .

'Choice...and sources of income. Everyone can

Strategy B

The second part. of Stage'Iris.planningtiMe.
.allocation.Y-The faculty member ShoUld analyze the
way time 4S 4dni nOw(e.z.,.3 hours-in clasi, 2
hours on research, and 4 hours with peers. and*
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students)._ Then he ; or she 'should project how
ideally, the day would be apent in-.Stage II. This.

shift; in activity level may occur in,stages. 'There
are' a great many useful exercises in aiding:think--

s--are a , - bUt.:---we---141171-Otr-farther
details at ..this

. Strategy P.

: - The third" part is personal financial planning;
perhaps the .-most important. The faculty member
should_ be encouraged to keep the financial house
in .order. It 'is best to start early, while he or
she ;is in the 'late thirtieb or early forties. He
or she -should organize all aspects. of perSonal
finances retirement,
insurance, taxes; and estatk:.:01Anttlir, "..:t hen .st.

objectives. These objectives AtoOld...4i be very
specific not "I want, to ,retire comfortably and
travel" but "we'will need '(:)% of out current
income.

The, individual\ then- :must ,project financial'.`

needS given- inflatfon and 'review these, needs ',

light of his or her own ;resources; Then he or she::
must plan strategies to accomplish hose- goals:
and implement them early.

these are steps. we've learned from experienCe
are necessary -;for successful financial planning.
Most of us don't take the..time to exercise these
disciPlines early enough in life. This is perhaps
one -oif the' most mportant opportunities for
partnership coaching between- the faculty and the
administration.:,

-gtrategie izor:InstitUtiOns

'Here, we should. consider
Hhould the

sponsor-4g' financial planning
programs'?,. Melting until 64 to

strategies. 'for the
institutions begin
,.and Stage II type
pl4n ror:retirement



'et 5 cat bea. disaster.
tions we've worked with
.start early to develop,

plan, .and to. experiment
and your interests.

The hundreds of organiza-
say it IS important . to
a long' range financial
to learn about yoUrself.

Sponsoring such programs and starting early is
just now becoming accepte and popular in organiza-
tions we've worked, and talked with. It's good for
the .individual and the parent organization. -It
opens up '.options and choices will:* there is time
for .experimentation.

toi

Services Available
r .

What ,types of services are available for
financial planning and retirement plafining?, There
are basically two kinds L. financial services
.companies and independents. The financial
services' organizations include banks, stockbrokers,
insurance salesmen,. and financial planners. --They
will provi:de seminars of personal 'counseling;
While generally inexpensive, and ;useful from the,
point of' view' of ready implementation, - these
services are' often perceived as sales frontt to
_sell their products. They tend to specialize in
their "'major area of expertise, and often do not
tiie-an overview of all areas of personal- f4pLaqce.'
Still, many individuals are good and profestothil.
It simply takes careful examination and experience
to recognize them.

f .
There are two kinds- of independents .

financial- education and.... planning groups, and
preretirement planning organizations. These

will :provide seminars and.
counseling: °Some. have prOgraMs that can be done:
on an 'Independeiie, athome. basis Some use a..

--7. personalized written ;analysis to helP plan one's
finances. SObie-.. will "-use. their own .staff
provide .. counseling. Other "train the
trainee' So as to use Your'reSotirees.



While individual fees: for such programs rangg
from under $3:00 to $6,000 where in-depth personal
counseling' is desired:, they are objeetive, tprofes7
sional, and generally should be..expected to..-Itake
anoliarvie-w of total -financial -ox'reil-rement

pieture.

A. few pioneering organizations "combine' -.the -.

rijors of personal- financial education with help
. in other aspects of anticipating retirement.
"ket4ement Counseling" per. se his historically
been done by "social" and government' agencies, -and
a few sponsors in the labbr. .moVement. Mose. are -

weak. in the financial area. "Financial Planning"
has historically 'been done plecenieal by specia- .

lists; many o whom halie an "axe to grind" because
they're selling a product service (e.g., .

insurance, stocksi.triusta., etc:) There IS "a:.need
for :combining tgese two aieas, especially

- tailoring it to the highly educated, ,sophisticated :
faculty audience that one at :.collegeS and

- universities :.
-. .

There are. several noteworthy successes. and
expariments in the private .",sector. ).! :Watching

ti development's in. the private sector may provide
"lead indiCators" and generate ideas- for colleges
and- universities. There are, many examples: "Npi .

pol _of of mandatory retirement; "big brother/

programs ik,xwhiCh a retired-`emPloyee .ts assigned
to a rising star;. consulting organizations4; set up
by the cbmpany made up of retired einplO.YeeS;.2:0Z-'-.,
part-time work - so! that the employe can
qualify fot benefits; financial planning for :all
levels and ages of :employees starting it age ..36;
early :retirement incentive. programs; "outplacement".:,
programs to. help poor Performers -find alternatives...

Realistic Program Cc:1'2.1s

-.What are realistic goes
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stage II_ planning? These programs can sensitize
each individual to his or iher role in the planning
process (not just government. contributions,
. university pension program, etc.); raise level of
indivicluali_expertise in managinsmOney and
Planning retirement; start the thinking, process
early about .,personal transfer for ."income
flexibility"; and encourage each person to plan a

ipersonal investment strategy, now,. while there s

the to capitalize on interest. compounding.

Criteria .Checklist
-

I have deV4loped a checklist which can be used
to : valuate financial pfanning programs .-- Such a
service should- be objective, unbiased, conf 'dew-
till, personalized, : reasonably . :priced,' and
presented with the appropri4te. level, of sophisti-

9
cation.' Also worth considering are whether , the

-
. provider gives an overview: or a .'specialized

perspective,' how much administrative time is
. required, and whether the program Is. designed for
home study or group- presentation. These days; :a,
worthwhile financial program must adaresa probleMs
of inflation, and be able to tailor the presenta
tion for all ages from the -30s- through -the 60s.

Cdhclusions .

In conclusion, let s remember" to strilce the
word "retirement" from our vocabulary.. It will
limit the .people who will attend -prograMs and it
has a negative connotation. Begin early.: now
Personal financial ,planning is .11 \ desired service
for fatulty 40, and over and it's;: "ok" to attend

.sessi on s . It lets',;_ = faculty f -,

i

ormulate ,plans
whle there' s, sufficient lead time experiment

.with choices: ,
_ .

Training in persohal :finances:- is necessary: for
raising consciousness :of. tbe'

important to stimulate - this- leg,Pf the triangle so



that the individual will- not be solely reliant on
the institution and government. Consider using
one-time, early retirement incentives- to. relieve
the pres i re among older 'faculty. This could be
very ine nsive relative-to other costs-if faculty
stays on.and can be attractive to individVais X041.
Consider establishing a network of part-time
employment opportunliies among Consortium members
and other universities. The private 'sector can
'serve as a lead indicator.1 Look for examples,and
successes in private industry; they have a 2 to 4
year lead- in dealing with the changes in "the
mandatory retirement Situation; : ; -*.

. .

These have been some of my reflections biased
on the experience -we have bad at the Consumer'

FiOancial Institute working Ifith tens of thou-
,

sands of individuals across the country, as_ well
as several hundred organizations. in the Private--
sOctor. I think these organizations can be lead
indicators. Many of their experignces can be

translated tohelp provide solutions to your needs.-

,

And a last thought... the problemsof changing
retirement, laws,-inflation, stifled,-Succ4slon in

.

'organizations, etc. are not peculiar to CollegPs
and univorsities. There-are a variety of promising
solutionsl..currently available, and new ones. are
evolving from a "partnership". atmosphere. created
by thd 3 po1nts on' the triange: 'Andi;widual, .

organization and government. As the leading

universities in the, country, there is an
Opportunity for each of you to provilae a

leadership role in this partnership.
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Closing Remarks by Dean Letionick

Coin and :Ray have forged a magnificent.
instrument,' and I for one.. think their,;work Is not

members of .this conference help them 'set; an agenda
for the: futdre. I" think we need that effort and
you are all. invited to ;.write directly to them
about our.` owrt feelings.

Let me end with a short story I once,_heard
-related by Martin Trow, 'Director of the Center for
Studies in Higher. Educat4ion at Berkeley, which
See tptsp to be: a particularlyapproprIxte way to end
this conference.

.1,:At about,the turn of the century.; the
story is . told, a fisherman ` on theIsle of
Aran, . an islaiad which Stands.. in _the-
Atlantic. to the west of :Ireland, was
reflecting On hit life' and work, and he
did so:: in.. these words: .."A man who."s not.
.

afraid of the sea will soon be drowned,..
for he will -be" going.. out on days .when he
shOuld not. But we do be afraid of the
sea, and-;we do.. onlY,:_be.-drowned now and
again." . ...:';`. ""--:-

. ,.: .
We are, all of. ,us on. the stormy .and .uncer,
tain sea that is the last_ quarter;r9f the 20th Cen

.,-

tury; "-haVeno choice *-to, gO out on it.. But we
are -well advised to fear it -and .study its 'ways...
If we are both wise. and 'lucky/ we may,. like. the.
fisherman of Aran; only be,drowned:now and again".

.


